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Abstra t
The use of sensor based appli ations is in expansion in many

ontexts. Sensors are involved at several s ales ranging

from the individual (e.g. personal monitoring, smart homes) to regional and even world wide

ontexts (i.e. logisti s,

natural resour e monitoring and fore ast). Easy and e ient management of data streams produ ed by a large number
of heterogeneous sensors is a key issue to support su h appli ations. Numerous solutions for query pro essing on data
streams have been proposed by the s ienti
heterogeneous querying
Our work is a

ommunity.

Several query pro essors have been implemented and oer

apabilities and semanti s.

ontribution on the formalization of queries on data streams in general, and on sensor data in parti ular.

This paper proposes the Astral algebra; dening operators on temporal relations and streams whi h allow the expression
of a large variety of queries, both instantaneous and

ontinuous. This proposal extends several aspe ts of existing results:

it presents pre ise formal denitions of operators whi h are (or may be) semanti ally ambiguous and it demonstrates
several properties of su h operators. Su h properties are an important result for query optimization as they are helpful
in query rewriting and operator sharing. This formalization deepens the understanding of the queries and fa ilitates the
omparison of the semanti s implemented by existing systems. This is an essential step in building mediation solutions
involving heterogeneous data stream pro essing systems. Cross system data ex hange and appli ation

oupling would

be fa ilitated.
This paper dis usses existing proposals, presents the Astral algebra, several properties of the operators and the
prototype we have implemented.
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1. Introdu tion

ones. Formal denition fa ilitates a better understanding

The expansion of sensor based appli ations motivates
many studies of sensor data management.
demi

Several a a-

and industrial proje ts propose sensor data pro ess-

ing solutions in luding numerous proposals for query evaluation. It is di ult to

ompare the power of expression of

dierent propositions be ause the query semanti s is not
always well dened. The evaluation of a query by two systems may lead to disparate results even if they work on the
same sensor network. For these reasons query pro essing
a ross multiple heterogeneous sensor systems is di ult
and prevents extensive use of optimization te hniques.
This paper is a

ontribution to the

lari ation and for-

malization of sensor queries. It rst points out the dierent
kind of queries on sensor data and then proposes Astral, an
algebra formalizing all the related

on epts and operators.

Astral provides a unied model to express a large variety
of sensor queries in luding

ontinuous and instantaneous

of the queries and the
previous work in the
portant operators.
joins whose

✩ A full version of this algebra is available on the Astral Wiki at

Preprint submitted to Elsevier

lari ation of the semanti s of im-

Among them window operators and

omplexity is often underestimated. This al-

lows us to isolate properties of the operators whi h

an

be used for query rewriting and optimization. Dis ussion
of su h properties is an important

ontribution of this pa-

per. More generally, our proposal

overs a large variety of

queries ombining streams and relations and

an be helpful

in mediation systems involving heterogeneous data stream
pro essing. It would fa ilitate
and appli ation

ross systems data ex hange

oupling.

This paper presents the denition of the Astral
✩
algebra , its implementation and a dis ussion of related
work. It also illustrates how Astral

an be used to express

queries supported by several existing sensor querying systems.

The paper is organized as follows:

trodu es the

http://sigma.imag.fr/astral
Email addresses: loi .petitorange-ftgroup. om (Loï
Petit), Claudia.Ron an ioimag.fr (Claudia Lu ia Ron an io),
Cyril.Labbeimag.fr (Cyril Labbé)

omparison of the semanti s im-

plemented by dierent systems. This paper goes beyond

Se tion 2 in-

ontext, related work and motivation for our

proposal. Se tion 3 presents the

ore of Astral. Se tion 4

fo us on operators on relations whereas se tion

5 fo us

on operators on streams. Se tion 6 presents properties of
stream and relation operators. Se tion 7

ompares Astral
June 1, 2011

to existing proposals. Se tion 8 presents the prototype of
Astral. Se tion 9 gives our

on lusions and resear h per-
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stream sour e. Sensors may perform a lo al treatment on
data before sending the re ords as streams to be further

Figure 1: O eanographi

pro essed elsewhere. A timestamp in the re ord indi ates

sensors properties and data stream from sensors.

when the measurement/dete tion has been made or

om-

puted. To allow ri h de larative queries on sensor streams,
any relevant property of the sensor at the time of dete tion may be asso iated to the re ord.
referred to as meta-data,

These properties,
ura y of

many

years

now,

resear h

and

apitalizing on the results obtained, for

example, by the database

ommunity.

This se tion introdu es the main approa hes to query

ning example.

states of the monitored system. For example:

Se tion 2.1 introdu es our run-

the last buoy being in zone '7016' 2 ?

Se tion 2.2 presents the variety of inter-

esting queries to treat sensor related data (e.g.,

(if

Whi h is

7016 zone is not empty) or in the past states of the zone

history. Two sub- lasses of instantaneous queries

models to support su h queries and gives the motivation

distinguished a

for our work.

an be

ording to the data they require.

(Present query). A present query is an instantaneous query whi h is evaluated on a set of data des ribing the present state of the monitored system. The
result is the set of data satisfying the query onditions.

Denition 2

2.1. Running example: buoys & sensors
The main running example used in this paper involves
buoys similar to the 1250

buoys used in the Global Drifter Program [33, 31℄. It in-

For example:

'7016'?

ludes drifting buoys and an hored buoys ea h with at
least one sensor. Several types of sensors are used to mea-

(Histori query). An histori query is an
instantaneous query whi h is evaluated on a set of data
des ribing past states of the monitored system. The result
is the set of data satisfying the query onditions.

(SLP), Wind (W) and Sea Surfa e Salinity (SSS). Drifting
buoys also have positioning sensors (GPS) and may have
These infras-

tru ture and

olle ted data serve a variety of appli ations

on s ienti

al ulus (based on histori al data), disaster

Whi h buoys are presently in zone

Denition 3

sure Sea Surfa e Temperature (SST), Sea Level Pressure

a drogue of whi h the depth is spe ied.

What was the mean of measures issued
by sensors no 42 and 44 yesterday at 20h UTC?

For example:

dete tion and tra king (real time measurement), weather

The evaluation of su h a query requires past data.

fore asts (using present states and histori al data),...

most

Continuous Queries

Querying streams, and parti ularly sensor data, involve

ontinuous queries

where data are

DBMS

ontext whi h supports

(Continuous query). A ontinuous query
pro ess without interruption a varying set of data. The
result is a varying set of data satisfying the query onditions.

Denition 4

onsumed

and may not be persistent. This is dierent from the
si

In

ases, sensors are not able to store the history and

an external persistent support is needed.

2.2. Of Sensors and Queries
long living

ope

lasses

The answer to su h a query may be found in the present

ontinu-

ous queries). Se tion 2.3 presents related work on formal

a large set of o eanographi

alled "ad-ho " queries. To

Queries are evaluated on data des ribing past or present

sensor data and presents the motivation for our work. It
is organized as follows.

omplete sensor querying requirements, both

Denition 1 (Instantaneous query). An instantaneous
query is evaluated at a time t on a set of data available
at this time. The result is the set of data satisfying the
query onditions.

industrial

proje ts [19℄ have fo used on managing data streams in
a de larative way

lassi al ones) also

Instantaneous Queries

the measurement or the battery level at dete tion time...
For

(the
with

of queries are needed.

an be for example the sensor

type, the sensor id, the sensor lo ation, the a

buoys and related data: buoys properties,

las-

instantaneous queries

1 Oxford Ameri an di tionary

2 see [25℄ for zones des ription
2

example:
Every 30 minutes, give the mean
over 30 minutes of SST measured by sensor 42

For

ompletely analyzed as at present.
als [42℄,

ontinuous queries were

In the rst propos-

onsidered as instanta3

neous queries exe uted periodi ally . Tables were already
The evaluation of this query produ es a new data item

used as a relation that varies over time. Later on,

every 30 minutes. The pro ess will last until an expli it

ous queries over full streams were

stop instru tion. In this example, the input data sour e is

only full or instant windows were used in these models,

a stream

then real windows (sliding, xed, tumbling) were intro-

oming from a sensor designated by its id (42).

Among

ontinuous queries, we highlight a parti ular

du ed [40℄ following the two major

sub lass: queries by designation. These queries use a sub-

and

query to designate data sour es (here sensors/streams) to
be pro essed by the

ontinuous query.

ontinu-

onsidered [23℄. Firstly

riteria:

time-based

ount-based windows.

Network analysis and sensor monitoring motivated new

This allows very

models for data stream management

[2, 29, 30, 45, 13℄.

expressive queries but requires powerful query pro essing.

Sliding windows, aggregation and joins were really ap-

. A query by des-

plied. However, the semanti s of the operators was mainly

Denition 5

(Query by designation)

fo used on implementation with several restri tions and

ignation is a query that designates its input data sour es
using another query.

merits further

The two-fold approa h.

Every 30 min, retrieve data from SST
sensors measuring more than 25o C at start time

For example:

its semanti

laun hed.

with a

If, after a while, a sensor measurement drops

tinuous query.

hand,

on-

ontinuous query

as fun tions that map time to a nite
ommon s hema.

In this approa h,

ators work on relation(s) to produ e a relation.
to stream operations exist only as a
other operators.

Rethinking formal models.

ontinuous query. On the

ambiguous.

stream has to be added to the set of pro essed streams.

of the

management.
lasses

lari ation

on ept of

bat h

as a set of tuples that
A new

wave of formalization arises subsequently to ll the la k

of queries are supported by ea h of su h systems. Among

of mathemati al models. Some works

ontribute to more

omplete formalization of windows [32, 8, 35℄ as they are

entralized but

the aspe t of stream pro essing whi h has led to the most

general stream query evaluation provided by Data Stream
plementing present and histori

Therefore, standardization and

has the same timestamp, has been introdu ed.

the existing solutions we distinguish in-network query eval-

Management Systems (DSMS) [4, 2, 1℄, data

ore basis of the

ore semanti s of some operators have been pro-

posed [24℄. The

onstraints and implement dif-

uation in sensor networks [29, 30℄, mainly

Re ently, the

aforementioned models has been proven to be semanti ally

other hand, if a sensor measurement ex eeds 25, then its

ferent kinds of queries. Not all the aforementioned

This proposal and the asso iated CQL

proje ts [44, 39, 22℄.

a sensor measurement drops under 25, its stream has to be

Several systems propose sensor data

Stream

omposition of the

language [6℄ have been used ever sin e in many stream

In this last query, unlike the pre eding one, if after a while,
removed from the s ope of the

on-

map relation to stream, and relational algebra [12℄ oper-

an also be useful for designation as

Every 30 min, retrieve data from SST sensors
measuring more than 25o C

hybrid systems

It distinguishes two major

streams as innite sets of tuples

windows are mappers from stream to relation, streamers

in the following example:

They respond to dierent

ontributions in

ommon s hema having a timestamp, on the other

relations

set of tuples with a

Here, the "designation" sub-query is an

instantaneous query and more pre isely a present query.
A

model [5℄.

epts: on the one hand,

ondition when the query is

under 25, its stream has still to be pro essed by the

One of the major

data stream management is STREAM [4℄ and parti ularly

This query will pro ess the data issued by su h sensors
verifying the temperature

lari ation.

dierent interpretations.

olle tors im-

One step forward.

queries [10, 36, 26℄, and

ombining several aspe ts of the pre eding

This paper is a

ontribution to the for-

malization of sensor data management. It extends existing

atégories [18, 3, 15, 10℄.

proposals in several ways.

2.3. Formal models: related work and motivation

•

In this paper we fo us on formal support for sensor data
management in luding both instantaneous and

It goes a step forward in the

lari ation of the se-

manti s of some operators. For instan e, the window

ontinuous

operator (range, row, slide denition) and the stream

queries. We briey dis uss in this se tion existing results

join (instantaneous, innite, band, join) have many

and present the motivation for our

possible interpretations leading to dierent results.

The early years.

ontribution.

This has signi ant drawba ks in pra ti e; without

Data streams were explored early in the

SEQ model [38℄ where a stream is

unambiguous denition of the operators it is hard to

onsidered as a set of

re ords with a positional order (without time model). This
formalism has been used by several works [18, 7℄.

3 giving only new tuples to the user

Win-

dows support and joins between two streams were not as
3

(Tuple). A tuple is a partial fun tion from
a nite subset of attribute names to atomi values. The
domain of this fun tion is alled the s hema of the tuple.

Denition 6

mediate multiple systems. Some standardization efforts have been made [24℄, mainly for some

ommon

types of windows, but not every operator has been
treated and more semanti s

an be dis overed. For

As any partial fun tion it is possible to represent a tu-

instan e, streamers and joins have many interpreta-

ple as a set of

tions that should be detailed.

•

It improves the expressivity of some operators. For

sentation to manipulate tuples. Note that no type system

example, the power of expression of the window op-

has been dened and it is assumed that any two values

erator

an be

an be really large. For now, only sliding (or

ompared. This assumption is not a problem from

a programming language theory point of view.

similar) windows in the positional or time domain
This paper shows that windows

Now let us add a physi al identier to tuples. This par-

an have more useful interpretations, for instan e a

ti ular attribute is intended to identify tuples even when

were

onsidered.

slide by 3s every 5 tuples ( ombination of positional

the values of the other attributes are dupli ated. It also

and time-based).

allows the denition of a positional order in a set of tuples. We now

•

It fa ilitates the integration of
taneous, designation and histori
proposals hardly

ontinuous, instanqueries.

It provides

Current

al identier). The physi al identier
of a tuple s is an element of the identier spa e I isomorph
to N and totally ordered. The name of this attribute will be
denoted by ϕ and s(ϕ) designates the value of the physi al
identier of s.
Denition 8 (Tuple-set). A tuple-set is a ountable set of
tuples sharing the same s hema and in luding a physi al
identier ϕ. The physi al identier of a tuple is unique in
the tuple-set and indu es a stri t order of the tuples in the
tuple-set.

Denition 7 (Physi

onsider this aspe t whi h is a main

on rete results on query equivalen e

whi h is a topi

that re eived little attention until

now. For example, today there are no results on how
to determine if two

ontinuous queries (even sim-

ple ones), starting at dierent time,

an share their

query plans. This paper proposes a set of properties,
relying on mathemati al proofs, whi h will allow interesting algebrai

optimization.

As a matter of fa t, a good

The
by

omprehension of querying

s in a tuple-set T S is the
{s′ ∈ T S/s′ (ϕ) < s(ϕ)}
It is noted as pos(s)

om-

prehension of requirements and allow a better reusability,
oupling and development of existing supports.
On the appli ation developer side, having in mind a
spe i

and systems

an be

hosen to full su h requirements.

ontinuous time to allow general data management. This
hoi e is dis ussed more in se tion 7.

Denition 10 (Timestamp). The time-spa e T is a eld
isomorphi to R. The time-spa e is naturally and totally
ordered. A timestamp t is an element of T .

apabilities. A better mat hing between tar-

get appli ation requirements and systems provided fun tions

ardinal of the following set:

timestamps to be asso iated to measured data. We adopt

te hnologies/systems, a model is needed to repre-

sent querying

is designated

Data management in sensor environments also requires

apabilities. Then, te hnologies

On the infrastru ture provider side, having in mind
spe i

TS

TS

appli ation based on sensors, a model is needed to

identify required querying

ommon s hema of a tuple-set

Attr(T S).

Denition 9 (Position of a tuple). The position of a tuple

me hanisms is a key point for the development of ubiquitous systems. A well dened model will enhan e the

onsider the denition of physi al identier,

tuple-set and the position of a tuple.

issue for future global data stream management.

•

ouples of Attribute×Value (with a unique

onstraint on the attribute). We will often use this repre-

an be made.

The notion of bat h, presented in [24℄, is ne essary to
handle simultaneous tuples (i.e., tuples having the same

3. The basis of the algebra

timestamp). Simultaneous tuples

This se tion introdu es the foundations of the Astral
algebra.

4

sensors .

For sensor stream querying, data timestamps

and positions are indispensable for a

(Bat h). A bat h is a tuple-set whi h ontains simultaneous tuples. Given a timestamp, bat hes
form a partition of the set of all tuples having this timestamp. A tuple is part of one single bat h, but two simultaneous tuples may belong to two dierent bat hes.
Bat h identiers are elements of the ordered set T × N.

Denition 11

orre t denition of

streams and relations. The following presents the denitions

on erning data representation. The operators of the

algebra are introdu ed in the following se tions.

3.1. Tuples and identiers
Before going any further, let us re all the basi

an arise, for example,

when joining streams (see denition 32) issued by several

prin i-

4 Clo k syn hronization is an important issue but is out of the

ples of stri t formalization of tuples in the relational model.

s ope of this paper.

4

3.2. Streams & Relations

a temporal order and a positional order. Temporal order
is inferred from the timestamps and the positional order

As shown in [4, 17℄ relations and streams are two different

from the physi al identiers.

on epts that have to be dened separately.

Denition 12

(Temporal Relation)

R is a step fun tion that maps
T × N to a tuple-set R(t, i).

. A temporal relation

(Bat h indi ator). A bat h indi ator is a
fun tion that gives the bat h identier of a given tuple
taken from a stream ontent S . BS : S 7→ T × N

Denition 14

Deployment of a new

an hored buoy (BuoyId

= 5) at time t1 leads to modi ations in relations Buoys, AnchBuoys, and Sensors.
Changes in Buoys state at time t1 (bat h identier (t1 ,0))

Now we

BuoyId
1
2
3
4
5

Drif t
0
1
1
0

Drif t
0
1
1
0
0

In the following, the notation of the stream
may be used to denote the proper stream
The timestamp

will now designates the start times-

We will now assume that, the total order indu ed by
the bat hes is

oherent with the positional order. That is
s pre edes s′ in the positional order then

to say: if a tuple
BS (s) ≤ BS (s′ ).

ision).

e.g.

. A stream ontent S is

However, the positional order is stri t,

there are no tuples that have the same position on

a stream as opposed to the temporal order where two tu-

ontent)

a possibly innite tuple-set with a s hema ontaining one
more spe ial attribute t for a timestamp.

ples may have the same timestamp.

This assumption is

not made by [2, 44℄ but reordered tool/operator [2℄ is then
used to maintain this property. Of

ourse, this hypothesis

may be really hard to ensure, espe ially in low level net-

The physi al identier rules the positional order in
streams, and this plays

S

3.3. Bat hes and positions on streams

designates a

(Stream

t0

ontent

(S, BS ).

tamp for query evaluation or for temporal relations.

temporal relation. For
simpli ity, we will use the term relation for temporal relation (def. 12). The tuple-set R(t, i) is alled instantaneous
relation at bat h (t, i) (or at time t without any more preDenition 13

on-

(Stream). A stream is a ouple (S, BS )
omposed of its ontent and a bat h indi ator on those tuples.

Buoys(t1 + δ, 0):

R

omposition of a

Denition 15

Buoys(t1 − δ, 0):

In the following,

an dene a stream as a

tent and this indi ator.

are shown here after:

BuoyId
1
2
3
4

on-

sider the fun tion that identies the bat h given a tuple.

a bat h identier (t, i) ∈

Example 1: Buoy deployment

As a stream is partitioned

into bat hes, the full denition of a stream needs to

entral role in data ordering.

works that

annot guarantee order in their messages as in

Note that the notion of stream is in omplete for now as

sensor networks. We fo us on what is a formal treatment

the stream needs also to be partitioned into bat hes (see

of

14,15).

the

An element of

S

is a n-tuple

s

in luding a value

s(t) ∈

sent

by

ples

of

the

lo ated

stream

on

have

the

two

buoys.

The

Attr(S)

attributes

oherent: Let S be a stream, then

tu-

=

∀s ∈ S, s′ ∈ S,

(BuoyID, SensorID, V alue, timestamp, ϕ).
S(BuoyID,SensorID,Value,Timestamp, ϕ )
(1,1,v1,3,1) (2,2,v2,9,2) (1,1,v3,10,3)

s(ϕ) < s′ (ϕ) ⇒ BS (s) ≤ BS (s′ )

Re all, that tuples have a unique position in a stream.
The following denition asso iates positions and times-

(2,3,v4,12,4) (2,2,v5,15,5) (1,1,v6,17,6) (2,3,v7,20,7)

tamps. Given a tuple position, we
of the bat h

Time

1

2

Corollary 1. Considering Hypothesis 1, the fun tion:

Figure 2: Data from two buoys as a stream. Streams are innite set

τS−1 : T × N → Z is the pseudo inverse of τS . For a valid
bat h identier (t, i) it returns the highest tuple position of
that bat h. If there is no bat h identied by (t, i), the bat h

ommon s hema.

To dene generi

operators on streams

orre tly, a pre-

ise denition of tuple order is required. We

an obtain the identier

ontaining that tuple.

Denition 16 (Position-timestamp mapping). Let S be a
stream, and PS = [[−1, |S|[[⊂ Z. The fun tion τS : PS →
T × N is the fun tion whi h given a tuple position returns
the identier of its bat h. By onvention, τS (−1) = (t0 , 0).

2 : SLP
3 : GPS

1 : SST

of tuples with a

ould look for

order)

Figure 2 illustrates a stream of data

sensors

Further work

onsequen es of a violation of this hypothesis.

Hypothesis 1 (Coheren y positional order - timestamp
. The temporal order and the positional order are

T.

Example 2:

onsistent data streams.

onsider both
5

having the pre eding identier is used.
More formally , ∀(t, i) ∈ T × N ≥ (t0 , 0),

has to be dened on bat h indi ators

5

Proje tion:

then

The following properties

For proje tions a parti ularity is introdu ed

ϕ would be impli itly added:
Πp∪{ϕ} is exe uted.

Renaming:

A

ϕ) of temporal

identier is

≥ n

Πp

ϕ:

If

ρa/ϕ

with

ϕ 6∈ p is used

is used, then the physi al

opied to the new attribute

ϕ

attribute

if

onstraint on renaming is also introdu ed

to preserve attribute

τS (0) ≥ (t0 , 0)
−1
τS (τS (t, i)) ≤ (t, i)
τS−1 (τS (n))

behaves as

relations. Were the identier to be dis arded by a proje -

ompo-

tion,

τS ).

(t, i)

to preserve the physi al identier (attribute

sition.
(Properties of

at bat h indi ator

the usual sele tion on the (instantaneous) relation R(t,i).

As these two fun tions will be manipulated in the fol-

lowing it is important to state results about their

σc

The evaluation of

n=−1

Property 1

It is dened as

∀R, σc (R) : (t, i) 7→ Σc (R(t, i))




|S| − 1 if|S| < +∞ ∧ (t, i) ≥ τS (|S| − 1)
|S|−2
−1
X
τS (t, i) =

n 1[τS (n),τS (n+1)[ (t, i) else



state:

(t, i).

follows:

a

and the original

remains.

There are no dierent parti ularities for the other

Moreover, if ∃s ∈ S, BS (s) = (t, i), then

(t, i).

τS ◦ τS−1 (t, i)

unary operators. The interested reader may visit Astral's

=

wiki for their denitions.

4.2. Cartesian produ t

Proof sket h:

The rst property states from deni−1
tion 10 whereas the two others state by the fa t that τS
takes the max in ase of equality. Results an be found by
−1
using the formal denition of τS . See appendix A for a
omplete proof of this rst proposition.

Let us

onsider now the

artesian produ t between two

temporal relations produ ing a temporal relation.

The

main issue in the denition of this operator is the order
among tuples and, more pre isely, the physi al identier
of the resulting tuples.
Re all that the physi al identier allows us to dieren-

4. Relational operators

tiate between tuples having the same values and to order
tuples of a tuple-set. As we will see later, this order is im-

As introdu ed previously, Astral adopts the two-fold

portant to

approa h of data stream management based on streams
and relations. More pre isely, this work uses temporal re-

produ ed by the

lations (see denition 12) whi h are fairly dierent from
the

lassi

relations in Codd's algebra [12℄. This se tion

identier in
The

lear semanti s when handling streams and relations

Denition 17 (Cartesian produ t). Let R1 and R2 , be
two temporal relations su h that Attr(R1 ) ∩ Attr(R2 ) =
{ϕ},
let (t, i) be a bat h identier,
R1 ×R2
: N × N → N be an inje tive fun tion omlet Φt,i
puting the physi al identier of the new tuple given the two
physi al identiers of the tuples from R1 and R2 .
The temporal relational artesian produ t of R1 by R2
at bat h (t, i) is dened as: (R1 × R2 )(t, i) =

arte-

sian produ t, set oriented operators, joins and an operator
to temporal re-

lations.

4.1. Unary operators
Let us

onsider sele tion, proje tion and renaming de-

temporal relation → temporal relation

artesian produ t for temporal relations is dened

as follows.

together.

ned as

operators.

Their semanti s are mainly the usual ones with some small
parti ularities related to temporal relations.

Sele tion:

we note

tions whereas

Σc

relations.

σc

the sele tion on temporal rela-

[

is used for sele tion on (instantaneous)

To take into a

ount the temporal aspe t,

r ∈ R1 (t, i)
s ∈ R2 (t, i)

σc

1

for all elements of

A

and the value

0



r[Attr(R1 )\ϕ] ∪ s[Attr(R2 )\ϕ] ∪
1 ×R2
(r(ϕ), s(ϕ))
(ϕ, ΦR
t,i



where r[a1 , ..., an ] denotes the restri tion of tuple r to
attributes a1 , ..., an .

5 As a re all, the fun tion 1 is the indi ator fun tion having the
A
value

reation of the physi al
1 ×R2
ΦR
is int,i

artesian produ ts. A fun tion

trodu ed for this purpose.

temporal relations. Su h operators are ne essary to pro-

for domain manipulation whi h is spe i

artesian produ t. To avoid impli it het-

we propose to make expli it the

poses adapted denitions of the operators to work with

The following se tions dis uss unary operators,

reate the physi al identier of the tuples

erogeneity that may impa t the nal result of a query,

dis usses how Codds's operators are inherited and pro-

vide

onsider even in relations. Multiple semanti s

an be used to

for all other elements

6

The dieren e with respe t to the lassi
artesian
1 ×R2
ΦR
.
This
fun
tion
rules
the
t,i
order (indu ed by the physi al identier) of tuples in the

In many systems and formalizations, the aspe ts dis-

produ t is the fun tion

instantaneous relation

ussed in this se tion have been ignored or suggested only.
We highlight su h kind of ambiguity, nd properties and

(R1 ×R2 )(t, i) without ae

ting the
R1 ×R2
omposition of the tuples. The hoi e of fun tion Φt,i
is nevertheless important be ause the order's semanti is

point out potential problems in order to propose a pre ise
formal framework.

4.3. Sets operators

meaningful for some operators. For example, it happens
when the result of the

This se tion dis usses the union and dieren e of tem-

artesian produ t is used by a

streaming operator (see se tion 5.1) where the positional

poral relations.

order of the tuples in the stream is essential.

Denition 18 (Set dieren

e). Let R1 and R2 be two temporal relations with the same s hema. The set dieren e
is dened as:

The fun tion used in this paper is:

R1 ×R2
Φt,i
(ϕ1 , ϕ2 ) = ϕ1 ∗ [ max (r(ϕ)) + 1] + ϕ2
r∈R2 (t,i)

R1 − R2 : t, i 7→ R1 (t, i) − R2 (t, i)

Although the value of the physi al identier is not relevant

There is no parti ularity in the dieren e of temporal

by itself, the indu ed order is important. The pre eding

relations. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the physi al

fun tion ensures the following property

identier (attribute

that des ribes the stri t lexi ographi

ϕ)

is handled as any other attribute.

This implies that two tuples are

R1 ×R2
R1 ×R2
(c, d) ⇔ a < c ∨ (a = c ∧ b < d)
(a, b) < Φt,i
Φt,i

onsidered as being equal

when their attribute values are the same even for attribute

ϕ.

order (whi h is to-

The denition of the union for temporal relations is a

tal) by giving priority to the left side.
There is no dire t riteria to argue that the hoi e made
R1 ×R2
Φt,i
is a good one or not. Our hoi e has been
guided by multiple aspe ts. Firstly, the fun tion provides
2
a total order ommonly established over N . Se ondly,

little more ompli ated be ause the resulting tuples require

this order ree ts the behavior of the usual nested loop

Denition 19 (Set union). Let R1 and R2 be two temporal
relations with the same s hema.
Let ΦRt,i1 ∪R2 : {0, 1} × N → N be a fun tion that will
ensure a oherent order of ϕ at ea h instant (t, i) i.e.
The set union is dened as:

a meaningful physi al identier. As seen for the

for

algorithm: iterate on

R1

and for ea h tuple iterate on

order.

R2 .

Thirdly, due to this simple behavior and formulation, it is
ommonly found in pra ti e in existing systems.
R1 ×R2
may impa t the properThe hara teristi s of Φt,i
ties of the artesian produ t. We highlight the following

R1 ∪ R2 : t, i 7→
o
n
R1 ∪R2
∪r∈R1 (t,i) r[Attr(R1 )\ϕ] ∪ (ϕ, Φt,i
(0, r(ϕ))
o
n
R1 ∪R2
(1, s(ϕ))
∪s∈R2 (t,i) s[Attr(R2 )\ϕ] ∪ (ϕ, Φt,i

important fa t.
(Asymmetri al
artesian produ t). The
artesian produ t is not symmetri in the general ase.

Property 2

The following example illustrates a artesian produ t
R1 ×R2
Φt,i
to al ulate the physi al identier.
It shows the asymmetry of the artesian produ t.

Several semanti s

with the hosen

Example 3:

Consider relations

id
hv .

taining a sensor

tv

or humidity

R2 ,

both

on-

tv

0

1

20

1

3

23

2

42

22

and

ϕ

hv

0

42

45

1

2

50

Note

union, but without uni ity of

R2

having the same value for

ϕ

For a general

Su h a fun tion

ase, we will

R1

but no exa t mat h

used be ause a total order inferred by

ϕ

an not be

is required.

onsider the following fun -

tion
2 ×R1
1 ∪R2
(j, ϕ)
(j, ϕ) = j ∗ [ max (r(ϕ)) + 1] + ϕ = ΦR
ΦR
t,i
t,i

dier as shown here after.

(R1 × R2 )(t, i)

1 ∪R2
ΦR
.
t,i

1 ∪R2
(i, ϕ) = ϕ
ΦR
t,i

for all the other attributes.

id2

onsidered for

values in the result. This may happen for tuples of

and

ϕ

R2 × R1

an be

would lead to a symmetri

R2 (t, i)

id

R1 × R2

and

that using

and their sensed values  temperature

R1 (t, i)
ϕ

R1

artesian

produ t, a problem of semanti s arises in the resulting

r∈R1 (t,i)

(R2 × R1 )(t, i)

ϕ

itself

is not relevant but the indu ed order is important.

The

Here, as for the

artesian produ t, the value of

ϕ

id

id2

tv

hv

ϕ

id

id2

tv

hv

0

1

42

20

45

0

1

42

20

45

1

1

2

20

50

1

3

42

23

45

(their tuples are pla ed rst).

2

3

42

23

45

2

42

42

22

45

does not hold for the union.

hosen fun tion gives priority to the left hand side relation
The symmetri

Su h ordering problems have not yet been

property
laried by

3

3

2

23

50

3

1

2

20

50

4

42

42

22

45

4

3

2

23

50

the literature and are important be ause they impa t the

5

42

2

22

50

5

42

2

22

50

result of queries involving streams.
7

4.4. The joins

Here

malization of joins is now straightforward. The

R

an be

R

frozen

at time

ts .

The fol-

ompared to this past state. The

x relation operator is useful to express

artesian produ t of temporal relations, the for-

den e between joins and

is the relation

lowing states of

Given the pre eding denitions, parti ularly the sele tion and

Rts

ontinuous queries

using instantaneous queries for designation (see denition

orrespon-

5 and se tion 7.1). That is, an instantaneous query is used

artesian produ ts for temporal

relations is the same as in relational algebra.

to sele t and "x" the set of sensors to be used in the eval-

Denition 20 (Natural join). Let R1 and R2 be two tem-

su h an operator will be seen when manipulating streams

uation of the

poral relations. Let {a1 , ..., an } be their ommon attributes
ex ept ϕ. Let {b1, ..., bn } be a list of n temporary attributes
neither dened in R1 nor in R2 .
The natural join is dened as R1 1 R2 =

We have now explored the
erators.

artesian produ t) is exa tly the same as in

(R1

1θ R2 )

and semi-join (R1

⋉ R2 ).

dis repan ies in data

management whi h were hardly per eivable but whi h
were nevertheless signi ant. With our model, we
get semanti

an tar-

problems and be aware of them while using

the operators.

lassi-

θ-join

Using the set opera-

5. Stream operators

tions dened in the previous se tion, outer joins, antijoin
and division

ore relation-to-relation op-

We have seen that su h formalization work al-

lowed us to reveal existing semanti

Note that this denition (using sele tion, renaming

al relational algebra. It would also be similar for

Another appli ation of

with joins (see denition 33).


ΠAttr(R1 )∪Attr(R2 ) (◦ni=1 σai =bi ) R1 × (◦ni=1 ρbi /ai )(R2 )
and

ontinuous query.

an also be expressed similarly.

This se tion presents the operators to manipulate
streams. It rst presents the

4.5. Using the past states of a temporal relation

whi h

The pre eding se tions fo used on the usual relational

streamers

(see Se tion 5.1)

reate streams from relations. Windows operators,

allowing the

reation of relations from streams, are dened

operators applied to the temporal relations introdu ed in

in Se tion 5.2.

Astral. This se tion introdu es a new operator, spe i

and windows) are the basis for dening the join operators

temporal relations whi h are

to

onsidered as fun tions.

These two types of operators (streamers
6

of streams (see Se tion 5.3) .

O be one of the already introdu ed operators. For
all (t, i), the result of O(R1 , ..., Rn )(t, i) is omputed with
R1 (t, i), ..., Rn (t, i). One important feature is to be able to
use, not only the states of relations at time (t, i) but also
′ ′
at the past states ((t , i ) < (t, i)) to ompute results. To
Let

do this, a new operator is required. It allows us to
the domain of the

R

5.1. Streamers
Streamers are operators used to
a relation. Streams

tions. Two types of streamers

hange

fed when

fun tion so as to use bat h indi ators

the relation ( alled

. Let R be a tem-

poral relation, let f : T × N → T × N be a fun tion of
time indi ators (time transformer), and c a ondition over
T × N.
If, ∀(t, i) ∈ T × N, c(t, i) ∧ f (t, i) ≤ (t, i),
Then, the domain manipulator is dened as follows:
Dcf (R) = t, i 7→
This operator, not yet

R(f (t, i))
∅

and so must ensure that

∀(t′ , i′ ) ≤ (t, i), ΦSt′ ,i′ ≤ ΦSt,i .

The fun tion that stamps tuples from R(t, i) is dened
by: ∀s ∈ R(t, i), ∀ts ∈ T, Ψt,i (s, ts ) =

reation of a state
ompare a

{(′ t′ , ts ), (ϕ, ΦSt,i (ϕ))}

may be the following one.

Rts =

[

{(a, s(a))}

a∈Attr(R)\{ϕ,′ t′ }

Denition 22 (Fixed relation). Let R be a temporal relation and let ts be a timestamp. The xed relation R at
ts is dened as
(
R(ts , 0)
= t, i 7→
∅

oherent orders are produ ed. We

Denition 23 (Streamer stamping). Let R be a relation,
let (t, i) be a bat h identier, let ΦSt,i : N → N be a stri tly
in reasing fun tion that ensures:

relation with its past states. The rst dire t appli ation

t,i7→ts ,0
(R)
Dt≥t
s

of the

timestamp and a position to a tuple of a relation.

if c(t, i)
else

an be used, for example, to

independent streamers).
harge of stamping tuples

dene the stamping fun tion as the fun tion that adds a

based on one or several past states as a " urrent" state of
a relation. This

sensible

hanges in

streams. This stamping is both positional and temporal

onsidered by the existing pro-

posals, is interesting as it allows the

an be distinguished: those

ur in the relation ( alled

Streamers are in

(Domain manipulator)

(

hanges o

streamers) and those that do not "rea t" to

of the past and to refer to the past states of relations.

Denition 21

reate a stream from

an be generated by monitoring rela-

Su h a denition ensures that the stamped tuples that
will form a stream verify the following properties:

if ts ≤ t
else

6 For spa e reasons, some te hni al details are not in luded in the
paper but

8

an be found on the Astral's Wiki.

•

ea h tuple has a timestamp

ts ,

Example 4:

whi h is the moment

when it has been stamped,

•

Se tion 2.1). Attribute BuoyId may be used for a natural

ea h tuple has a physi al identier (position) greater

join. Let

than the identiers of the previous stamped tuples,

•

the positional order of

R = Buoys 1 AnchBuoys

R(t, i) is preserved in the nal

be the relation whi h gives meta-data for an hored buoys.

stream.

It is possible

•

onserve the value of the original timestamp by using

ρtoriginal /t

purpose is to insure a

is not important.

•

Its

reation time is

are

of observation) is given by:

•

ru ial. In sensor ap-

ontaining aggregated measures (5min range for

Several strong arguments
moment of
this

hoi e is

been

7

reation

an be given for

hoosing the

of the tuple as its timestamp. Firstly,

ould be introdu ed by taking another

Thirdly, this

sis on the s hema of

is dene as follows :

hoi e does not make any hypothe-

R

ΦSt,i (ϕ) = ϕ

and allows time-stamping of tuples

without timestamp originally. Property 3 in Se tion 6 will
show how an original timestamp

DS (ΠBuoyId R).

M ontaining the data send
l ∈ M ⇔ {l = (id, m, ϕ) } where id is the
sensor id, m the re eived measurement and ϕ the physi al
identier. Re eiving data from a buoy at time t leads
to an insert in M at this time, the ϕ being in remented
at ea h insertion. Figure 3 shows M at insertions times
S
(3, 9, 10, 12, ...). In this example, the Φt,i fun tion ( f. 23)

oherent with the time when the value has

order violations

as:

by ea h buoy:

al ulated. Se ondly, the order is preserved whereas

value.

express

Let introdu e the relation

min or max of
and user-dened.

hoi es have been identied:

the timestamps of the involved tuples

be

RSu (Πloc σBuoyId=42 (R))

instan e) has been dis ussed many times [18, 7, 16, 20℄.
Three usual

an

The stream of lo alization of an hored buoy 42:

pli ations, the question of whi h timestamp has to be used
for tuples

deployed)

The stream of departure (buoy pi kup or termination

oherent positional order derived

from the physi al identier of the instantaneous relation.
Stamping using the

buoys

IS (ΠBuoyId R).

the tuples.

ΦSt,i

leads to an

at this time.

The stream of buoy arrivals in the system (when
new

before the streamer that will stamp

The a tual expression of

R

update in

If a timestamp was dened in the original tuples, it

an operator

t

The deployment or pi kup of a buoy at time

will be repla ed in the stamping pro ess.
to

Considering the buoys example, relations

Buoys and An hBuoys are as illustrated by gure 1 (in

The stream of sensed data is given by

an be transmitted to a

IS (M ).

nal stream.
Sensible streamers

an now be dened. Given a rela-

tion, sensible streamers adds to a stream hanges o

1

urring

2

Sensor #1 : SST

Sensor #2 : SLP
Sensor #3 : GPS

in the relation.
(Sensible streamers). Let R be a relation,
Let (t, i) and (t, i)− be su h that (t, i)− < (t, i). (t, i)−
is a bat h identier innitely near (but not equal to) (t, i).
The ore sensible streamers are:

Denition 24

(1,v1)

(2,v2)

(1,v3)

(3,v4)

(2,v5)

(1,v6)

(3,v7)

17

20

8

3

the operator giving the stream of tuples inserted in the relation
R:
s′ = Ψt,i (s, t) ∈ S, BS (s′ ) = (t, i)
IS (R) = S :
⇔ s ∈ R(t, i) ∧ s 6∈ R((t, i)− )

• IS (R)

the operator giving the stream of tuples suppressed from the relation R:
s′ = Ψ(t,i)− (s, t) ∈ S, BS (s′ ) = (t, i)
DS (R) = S :
⇔ s 6∈ R(t, i) ∧ s ∈ R((t, i)− )

10

M(9):

12
M(10):

15

M(12):

M(15):

M(17):

Time

M(20):

Id

m

ϕ

Id

m

ϕ

Id

m

ϕ

Id

m

ϕ

Id

m

ϕ

Id

m

ϕ

Id

m

ϕ

1

v1

1

1
2

v1
v2

1
2

1
2
1

v1
v2
v3

1
2
3

1
2
1
3

v1
v2
v3
v4

1
2
3
4

1
2
1
3
2

v1
v2
v3
v4
v5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
1
3
2
1

v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6

1
2
3
4
5
6

1
2
1
3
2
1
3

v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

• DS (R)

•

9

M(3):

I (M) = {(1,v1,3,1), (2,v2,9,2), (1,v3,10,3), (3,v4,12,4),...}
S

Figure 3: Stream from two buoys

the operator giving the stream of the ontent
of the relation R every time it hanges:
s′ = Ψt,i (s, t) ∈ S, BS (s′ ) = (t, i)
RSu (R) = S :
⇔ R(t, i) 6= R((t, i)− ) ∧ s ∈ R(t, i)

the operator

RSu (R)

an be interpreted as

reated from

IS .

The rate of tuples in sensible steamers is di tated by
the updates on the temporal relation. Let's now introdu e

independent streamers

whi h

reate tuples at their own

rate.

7 Greater or equal to the max
8 Choosing su h timestamp is always possible as R is a step fun -

Denition 25

(Independent streamer

relation, and r be a period of time.

tion

9

RSr ).

Let R be a

The independent streamer that sends the ontent of R
ea h r period is dened as: RSr (R) = S :

data in the evolving stream. This se tion denes the operator to

reate sequen es of windows (denition 28). It is

based on a des ription of su h a sequen e (denition 26)

Ψt,i (s, t) ∈ S, BS (s) = (t, i) ⇔ s ∈ R(t, i) ∧ t − t0 ∈ rN

and its

Example 5:

Continuing example 4 and using relation

support positional and temporal windows in the presen e

Sensors illustrated by gure 1 (in Se tion 2.1), the stream
of available measurements every se ond

RS1s (Πm,Id,BuoyId (M 1 Sensors)).

of simultaneous tuples in the stream.

an be written as:

(Window Sequen e Des ription). Let D
and D′ be either T or N, a Window Sequen e Des ription
is a triplet (α, β, r) where:

Denition 26

The rate of tuples in

the stream is 1 se ond independently of

hanges in the

relations.
Other independent streamer operators ould be dened
to

r.

• r∈D

reate streams of updates/deletes/inserts every period
This

tion at

an be done by

t

t − r.

and

that send the

Similarly,

insert -sensitive

and β are two fun tions from N → D′ representing
the boundaries evolution.

streamers

ontent of a relation at ea h insertion,

ould

We don't introdu e them in this paper

be ause a more

omplete study of their utility in pra ti e

and β(j) dene the j th values for the boundaries.
The rst values are given for j = 0.
These fun tions must verify the following properties
(stated here for D = D′ = T ):
α(j)

still ne essary.
Streamers have already been dened in other algeFor instan e, IS is simiIST REAM and DS is similar to DST REAM .
RST REAM is similar to RSδ , with δ being the hronon
of the system (1s for instan e). As RST REAM uses im-

bra like in STREAM [4℄.



α(j) ≤ β(j)
∀j ∈ N, α(j) ≥ t0


β(j) ≤ jr + β(0)

lar to

hronon of the system,

by two systems using two dierent

δ1
ior

and

δ2 ) may lead to some

omparing results given

onfusions. The exa t behavRSδ1 and RSδ2 .

Example 6:

5.2. Windows

42.

streams.

an be used to

These relations

Let's

onsider the stream of the SST sensor

In order to monitor temperature, we

items. For this

reate a

ase, we require a sequen e of positional

stream of aggregate values (min, max,...) and also to dene

windows generated for every 100 items (r

join between streams.

ea h window

10th last data of a stream) or

the

overs from the 91th item to 100th item:

ross domain (e.g. the 10th

β(0) = 100.

last data every 10 minutes).
In literature [9℄ mains windows are:

•

Fixed :

α(j)
β(j)

boundaries are xed, the window is evaluated

only on e.

•

Sliding

r

: width is xed and boundary linearly mov-

Tumbling

is a parti ular sliding window,

the

•

and

= 100
reation requires mapping of the stream tuorresponding window based on the given

sequen e des ription.

boundaries move is equal to the width of the win-

α(0) = 91

= 100j + 91
= 100(j + 1)

ples into the
:

where

The boundaries evolve linearly as follows:

Window

ing

•

= 100)

ontains the 10 last items. We handle full
2
positional windows, α, β ∈ (N → N) . The rst window

A window may be temporal (e.g.

data from the last 10 minutes), or positional (e.g.

onsider that

per ea h 100 passed items, we have to extra t the last 10

reate relations from

an then be used to

beginning before end
beginning exists
end a essible

By applying τS (or τS−1 ), these onditions for other values
of D and/or D′ are easy to nd.

hronons (for example

an be expressed in Astral with

Window operators

is the boundaries evaluation rate

• α

omparing the state of the rela-

also be dened.

pli itly the

orrelation to data streams (denition 27). This

orrelation uses bat hes (introdu ed in se tion 3.1) that

For this, we use the following de-

laying fun tion whi h in ludes bat h identiers. Based on

dow so that interse tion between windows is empty.

the window sequen e des ription, this fun tion gives the

Landmark

"rank" of the last

: lower boundary is xed and the upper

one grows linearly.

tion). The delaying fun tion
is a fun tion from T ×N → Z that maps the bat h identier
with the id of last valid boundaries.

Denition 27 (Delaying fun

We give here a more general denition of windows,
more detail

an be found in [35℄. The rst step is to dene

a sequen e of windows and the operator to

reate it.

In general, a xed window is dened by a lower and an
upper bound. Su h bounds delimit the subset of the data
stream

observed

reated window at the moment indi ated

by the given bat h identier.

in the window. In data stream manage-

ment, sequen es of windows are required to observe the
10

•

If r ∈ T , this fun tion is γ : t, i 7→

•

If r ∈ N, this fun tion is γ : t, i 7→

j

j

t−β(0)
r

k

.

τS−1 (t,i)−β(0)
r

k

.

The term delaying is related to the fa t that the j th
boundaries omputation has to be delayed until γ(t, i) = j .
Examplej 7:

γ(t, i) =

of

100

k

− 1.

If we

 1024 

The 10th window is the last

the positional order

•

generates a temporal relation from a stream. This temporal relation has a sequen e of states. Transitions between
hanges of

The γ fun tion in the positional ase is driven by
τS−1 whi h provides the maximum tuple position in
ase of oni t. This hoi e is important as other

Example 8:

W0

time
0
1
stream s0s1s2 s3

Et,i = {s ∈ S/ τS (α(γ(t, i))) ≤ BS (s) ≤ τS (β(γ(t, i)))}

ase of temporal win-

dows from positional windows.
onsiders the bat hes ranging:

• until

i.e. their times-

This is the

ith

having the maximum timestamp inferior than the

Note that the relation

S[α, β, r]

may

hange at bat h

i∈

stream from window. Disregarding bat h identiers would

•

For the general

ase,

Example 9:

ontain more tuples.

is

in luding tuples falling in the

(σ(a1 ,...,ak )=i S)[α, β, r]

reate the same sequen e of

Given the stream

S′

of measurements de-

ned in example 4, the last value sended by ea h buoy is
given by

Et,i = S[α, β, r](t, i).

Et,i

Dom(a1 ,...,ak)

bellow.

ontain

exa tly one tuple ea h (full spread stream) is simpler than

For full spread streams,

:

windows on sub-streams of a main stream. See example

based on timestamps would not be su ient.

•

[

This operator is useful to

lead to the loss of bat h grouping. A treatment ex lusively

ase where bat hes

9
s12s13

r = 2s as sliding rate. For the rst window
β(0) = 3. The slides of boundary is 2s so:
(
α(i) = i ∗ 2s + t0
∀i ∈ N,
β(i) = i ∗ 2s + 3s + t0

ing introdu ed by bat hes is needed when building a new

the general

s11

W4
8

and

S[a1 ...ak /α, β, r] =

tier to dene a window is mandatory sin e the partition-

ase where bat hes

s9 s10

7

Denition 29 (Partitioned window). A sequen e of partitioned windows is build as the union of windows sequen es
on a stream partitioned by a set of attributes a1 , ... , ak :

hange. Using the bat h iden-

For positional windows, the

6

S[α, β, r](5.5) = W1 = {s4 , s5 , s6 , s7 , s8 }

bat h

higher bound of the window.

arrival even if time doesn't

s4 s5 s6

5
4
s7s8

W3

S an be
S[2is, 2is + 3s, 2s].
Given a timestamp t = 5.5 it is easy to ompute
S[α, β, r](5.5). The windows that an jbe omputed
at this
k
5,5−β(0)
time is the one numbered γ(5.5) =
= 1. So
r

the last bat h providing tuples in the window

(β(γ(t, i)), i)).

3

W2

The temporal relation generated from the stream

than the lower bound of the window

s ope (noted

2

for simpli ity.

noted :

the rst bat h providing tuples falling in the

(α(γ(t, i)), 0)),

W1

t0 = 0

We have

α(0) = 0

su h that γ(t, i) < 0, S[α, β, r](t, i) = ∅

≥

for

Figure 4: Sequen e of sliding windows PERIOD 3s SLIDE 2s

S[α, β, r](t, i) = {s ∈ Et,i /
|{s′ ∈ Et,i /s(ϕ) < s′ (ϕ)}| ≤ β(γ(t, i)) − α(γ(t, i))}

window s ope (noted

n

Sliding Windows: Figure 4 shows a sliding

onstant width of 3 se onds.

If the des ription has positional bounds:

tamp is

we will use

s, ms, m.

window. It slides of two se onds every two se onds with a

S[α, β, r](t, i) =
{s ∈ S/ (α(γ(t, i)), 0) ≤ BS (s) ≤ (β(γ(t, i)), i)}

• from

r

In the following, to spe ify the rate
positional or a temporal unit

su h that γ(t, i) ≥ 0,
If the des ription has temporal bounds:

For temporal windows, it

ϕ.

ous events.

• ∀(t, i),

This denition distinguishes the

The sele tion

hoi es would introdu e tuple loosing on simultane-

γ.

Denition 28 (Window Sequen e Operator). Let S be a
stream, (α, β, r) be a Window Sequen e Des ription and γ
be the delaying fun tion asso iated to this des ription,
The Window Sequen e Operator is dened as :

• ∀(t, i),

Et,i

over the more-re ent tuples is done with regard to

Given this, it is now possible to dene an operator that

states are triggered by bat hes arrivals and

onsider "1-tuple" width windows.

tuples, only one has to be sele ted.

−1 =

100
reated window at this

bat h identier.

is a subset

ontains the last bat h, but as it may in lude several

onsider that the SST sensor

γ(1024, 0) =

S[α, β, r](t, i)

Et,i .

As example,

In the last example, the delaying fun tion is

τS−1 (t,i)

42 emits a tuple per se ond. As

9.

The instantaneous relation

S[BuoyId/i, i, 1n] whereas the
S[id/i, i, 1n].

last value sended

by ea h sensor is given by

The proposed model is generi

omposed of all bat hes

to

urrent window s ope.

reate

used of more algorithmi
11

enough and

an be used

omplex windows like the ones generated by the
models [10℄.

More denitions

[B]

[L]

5.3.2. Cartesian produ t and joins

Denition

Equivalen e

[τS−1 (τS (i)− ) + 1, i, 1n]

{s ∈ S, BS (s) = τS ◦
τS−1 (t, i)}

The denition of the

The slide-by-bat h sequen e of windows pro-

operators to obtain a temporal relation.

du es the last seen bat h in the stream

then used to build the resulting stream from this temporal

[i, i, 1n]

relation.

The slide-by-tuple sequen e of windows, where
ea h window

This sequen e is equals to

(Cartesian produ t stream×relation). Let
be a stream and R be a relation, the artesian produ t operator (stream×relation)→stream generates as output stream, the result of a produ t between the relation and
the last tuples of the stream:

S

[B] when the stream

{s ∈ S, BS (s) ≤ (t, i)}

[0, i, 1n]
The sequen e of

umulative windows

ing all the stream up to the

A streamer is

Denition 31

ontains only the last n-tuple.

has a one tuple per bat h poli y.

[∞]

artesian produ t and joins in-

volving a stream are build using windows and relational

ontain-

urrent bat h

S × R = IS (S[B] × R)

Table 1: List of notable windows

The main hoi es in this denition

on ern the windows

to be used and the streamer:
about aperiodi

windows have been presented in a prelim-

•

inary work [35℄.

of the stream are used in the produ t with the rela-

The table des ribes their meaning and

also provides an algebrai

equivalent of the

tion. This is a natural interpretation.

ontent at

(t, i)9 .

•

The pre eding denition uses streamer

IS

whi h put

in the stream the new inserted tuples. This leads to a

5.3. Relational operators on streams
This se tion

h des-

ignates the last bat h of the stream. The last tuples

The table 1 presents notation adopted for a set of very
useful windows.

[B] whi

The pre eding denition uses window

onsistent stream with no dupli ates. For instan e,

onsiders relational operators on streams.

It presents general denitions of the operators whi h

R

when only

is updated (new tuples are inserted)

then only the newly

over

reated tuples will be sent. The

existing proposals (see Se tion 7 for dis ussions on related

old join-tuples will not be sent again in the stream.

work).

The use of

IS

is also interesting be ause of the asso-

iativity property (see se tion 7).

5.3.1. Unary operators on streams
The three basi

Analogous to

unary relational operators sele tion,

proje tion and renaming are dened for streams. The def-

(Join stream×relation). Let S
be
a stream and R be a relation, the join operator
(stream×relation)→stream generates as output stream, the
result of a join between the relation and the last tuples of
the stream:

Denition 32

inition of the sele tion is as follows.
(Sele tion on stream). Let S be a stream,
the sele tion of tuples in S is dened as:

Denition 30

s ∈ σc S ⇔ s ∈ S ∧ c(s)

S 1 R = IS (S[B] 1 R)

and

∀s ∈ σc S, Bσc S (s) = BS (s)

The

on erns the bat h identier. The

hoi e we made

kind of window
for both the

The same applies to proje tion and renaming without any
an also

orollary 3 in Se tion 6).

This shows that

an be seen as a

and streamer

Sc

ould have been used
denition:

S 1c R = Sc(S[W ] 1 R)

be expressed using windows, streamers and relational opstream-to-stream operators

W

artesian

Note that any

artesian produ t and the join. Denition 32

an be seen as an instan e of a generi

di ulty.

erators (see

on erning the window and streamer used

produ t for the aforementioned reasons.

is to leave the bat h identier un hanged in the result.

It is worth noting that the unary operators

hoi e

in the join denition are the same than in the

The parti ularity of the denition of the operators for
streams

artesian produ t, let's dene the join

operator as follows.

In denition 32, the result stream

omposition

gered by updates in

of other operators.

R

ontains tuples trig-

and tuple arrival in S. Let's now

onsider a variant where new join tuples feed the output
stream only when new tuple arrives in

S

but not when

R

is updated.

9 The equivalen es are non-trivial properties

Denition 33

(Semi-sensitive join stream×relation)

.

The
semi-sensitive-join
operator
(stream×relation)→stream generates as output stream the
12

result of a join between the last tuples of the stream and the
relation at the time equal to the last bat h of the stream:

This join generates as output stream the relational
join of the

τ ◦τ −1

5.4. Spread

S
S
(R))
R = IS (S[B] 1 Dt≥t
0

S

This denition involves four

umulative windows.

Finally, we will investigate the spread operator, the

ore operators: streamer,

window, join and domain manipulator.

only

Example 10:

ator was originally introdu ed in the famous paper about

Considering the example given in gure

stream pro essing standardization [24℄. It manipulates the

1, we want to produ e the stream that has the following
s hema

(id, BuoyId, T ype, U nit, value, t), in

ordering of simultaneous tuples inside a stream by reden-

whi h, a new

ing the bat hes.

tuple appears ea h time a new tuple appears in the stream

The following denition allows us to spread, or re-

of data (S ). This behaviour is exa tly equals to:

S

ne, the dierent bat hes using the

Sensors

also produ e a new tuple ea h time

Sensors

Denition 35 (Spread operator). Let S be a stream, let
a1 , ..., an be attributes in luded in Attr(S), then the stream
S spread by a1 , ..., an noted a1 ,...,an S veries:
∀s1 , s2 ∈ S 2 , then s1 , s2 ∈ (a1 ,...,an S)2 and
Ba1 ,...,an S (s1 ) < Ba1 ,...,an S (s2 )


BS (s1 ) < BS (s2 )
⇔ or


BS (s1 ) = BS (s2 ) ∧ s1 [a1 , ..., an ] < s2 [a1 , ..., an ]

is updated

hanged,...) leading thus

to redundant values in the resulting stream.
Now, the join operation (stream×stream)→stream is
dened using the previous denitions.
(Band join stream×stream). Let S1 and
be two streams and d be a time interval, the join operator (stream×stream)→stream is dened as the join between umulative windows on ea h stream for n-tuples with
a timestamp diering of at most d.
Let's note Π1 (R) = ΠAttr(R)\{t′ } (R)

Denition 34
S2

d

S1 1 S2

=
=

Tuple omparison uses the lexi ographi al order on the
given list of attributes.
Here we

IS (Π1 (S1 [∞]

1 (ρt′ /t S2 [∞])))
|t′ −t|≤d
{Ψt,i (s1 × s2 , max(s1 (t), s2 (t)))
s 1 ∈ S1 , s 2 ∈ S2 ,
|s1 (t) − s2 (t)| ≤ d}

reation and streamer

an see that this operator does not hanges the

ontent of the stream and only ae ts the bat h indi ator.

Example 11:

Suppose that in the stream of data

our running example, we have the following

{s1 = (1, 42, t0 ), s2 = (2, 43, t0), s3 = (3, 75, t0 )}
(t0 , 0).

Denition 34 has been adopted be ause it is quite intuitive
and

tion

overs most used appli ation needs. Highlighting the

ondition

d

S of
S=

and those

If we want to have a window that has one tuple per

an be made for joins.

state, using dire tly

S[B] (last bat

(S, BS )

it is not possible. A des rip-

h) would only produ e one state

with all the tuples. A des ription

allows simple notation for mostly all existing

joins in streaming literature and

ontent:

tuples are inside the bat h

As mentioned for the pre eding operators, other hoi es
of window

riteria over some at-

tributes.

Using an usual stream-to-relation join, the streamer will
(new sensor has arrived, unit has

ore stream-to-stream operator of Astral. This oper-

produ e only

an be used to tolerate

S[L](t0 , 0) = {s3 }

S[L]

(t0 , 0)

(last tuple), would

as it has to

hoose one

timestamp divergen e. It is worth noting that, instead of

tuple over the three inside the bat h (we assume here that

using a test on timestamps, a test on the positions

s3

an be

used.
an be used to provide two

The instantaneous join proposed in [23℄

an be ex-

pressed as follows:

0

S1 1 S2

=
=

IS (S1 [∞] 1 S2 [∞])
IS (S1 [B] 1 S2 [B])

The basis of this operator is the same but instead of splitting the

urrent bat h in multiple ones, it regroups all the

This join generates an n-tuple in the output stream

bat hes that has the same timestamp and then apply the

when equal timestamps are found in

spread.

umulative win-

dows.

•

Conse-

(t0 , 0) of S will be spread onsidering
′
the dierent values of id. The ontent of S stays the same
but we will have: BS ′ (s1 ) = (t0 , 0), BS ′ (s2 ) = (t0 , 1) and
BS ′ (s3 ) = (t0 , 2). Hen e, using the window S ′ [B], we will
have three onse utive states (t0 , 0), (t0 , 1) and (t0 , 2) having respe tively the tuples {s1 }, {s2 } and {s3 }.
Similarly, the spread all (a1 ,...,an S ) an be dened.

parti ular join operators dened in the literature.

•

S ′ = id S .

quently, the bat h

To illustrate the expressiveness of the proposed formulation, let's show how it

has the highest rank).
′
Let S be the stream dened as:

In the spe i ations [24℄ the spread operation

The innite join proposed in [43℄

be submitted without any attributes.

an be expressed

spe ies that any stri t total order is a

as follows:

an also

This spe ial

ase

eptable as long

as it respe ts the sour e bat hes (or the timestamp in the

∞

S1 1 S2 = IS (Π1 (S1 [∞] 1 ρt′ /t S2 [∞]))

spread all
13

ase). In Astral, in order to keep a

oheren e,

this

ase will be the same as

ϕ

timestamp transmission.

whi h will spread by the

It shows whi h windows and

rank, therefore there will be one and only tuple per bat h.

streamers operate without any ee t on original times-

We

tamps. Se tion 6.2 presents results

ould have dened an ordering fun tion ruled by ea h

implementation, but it seemed easier and far more

it allows us to push sele tions and proje tions down in the

prehensible that way. In order to simplify the notations,



and



are a

eptable for this last

on erning the asso ia-

tivity of operators. This is very important as, for example,

om-

query tree. It is shown here when asso iativity holds and

ase.

10

when it doesn't

.

Operator sharing between queries is also important for

Notation table

optimization purpose.
du ed in Se tion 6.3

Table 2 presents a summary of the notation used in

dows

Astral.

The

transposition

property intro-

an be used to identify whether win-

an be shared by two queries. The

omplete proof

for all the propositions are available in appendix A.
Notation

Qui k Des ription

t
ϕ
s, s(a)
s[a1 , ..., an ]
Attr(T S)
pos(s)

In the following two tuple-sets are
lent if they

Timestamp attribute

identier) in the same relative order.

Physi al attribute

a

Tuple and its value for

e). Let T S1 and T S2
be two tuple-sets. T S1 and T S2 are equivalent (≡) if and
only if their tuples ompared in order two by two are identi al ex ept for ϕ.

Denition 36 (Tuple-set equivalen

Tuple restri tion
Common s hema of a tuple-set
Position of a tuple in a tuple-set

TS

(t, i) ∈ T × N
t0
R
R(t, i)
S
BS
τS , τS−1
Πa (R)
σc (R)
ρb/a (R)
R1 × R2
R1 1 R2
R1 ∪ R2 (∩, −)
Dcf (R)
Rtf
IS (S), RSu (S)
RSr (S)
S[α, β, r]
S[a/α, β, r]
[L], [B], [∞]
S1R
S R
S 1 1d S 2
a S , a S
R1 OR2
Φt,i
Ψt,i
γ
Et,i

Bat h identier

6.1. Properties on windows and streamers.

Starting timestamp
(Temporal) Relation

Denition 23 shows that tuples produ ed by a streamer

Instantaneous Relation

are time-stamped and the original timestamp may be lost.

Stream/Stream Content

The property presented hereafter, identies

Bat h indi ator
Proje tion to the attributes list
Sele tion with the
Relational

ondition

a

to

Here, the original timestamp is

a

c

Property 3

Union (disjon tion, dieren e)
Domain manipulation
at

tf
r

Independant streamer with rate

Ψt,i (s, t) ∈ S ′ ∧ BS ′ (Ψt,i (s, t)) = (t, i) ⇒ BS (s) = (t, i)

Window operation

a

This property also stands for RSu (S[B]).

Spe ial des riptions (see table 1)
Natural stream-relation join

of form

d

and

Spread (all) operator
Order fun tion of the operation

Considering property 3, the following equivalen es with

O

the original stream

Stamping fun tion for streamers

S

derive.

Corollary 2 (Equivalen e of streamer/window omposition). Considering streamer/window ompositions respe t-

Delaying fun tion for windows
S ope of a window at

IS the timestamp transmission applies for WSD
[α, i + k, 1n], the property states for sequen es [B]
[∞] whi h are parti ular ases of the general form.

As for

Semi-sensitive join
Stream band join width

(Timestamp transmission for

That is:

Sensible streamer

Window partitioned by

t, i

ing the property 3. If α is su h that the window sequen e ontains the last bat h then the following equivalen es stand:

Table 2: Notation Table

S

6. General properties
This se tion presents the main properties of the alge-

≡ IS (S[α, i + k, 1n])
≡ IS (S[B]) ≡ IS (S[∞])
≡ RSu (S[B])

bra. They are parti ularly useful in query rewriting and
optimization.

through the

IS and RSu ).
Let S be a stream and s be a tuple of S , [α, i + k, 1n] a
window sequen e des ription (WSD) with α in reasing.
Considering S ′ = IS (S[α, i + k, 1n]): if a stamped tuple
of S ′ is in the bat h (t, i) then, this tuple were originally
in the bat h (t, i) of S .

b

artesian produ t

R

transmitted

windows and the streamer operators.

Relational natural join

Time xation of

ases when the

streamer stamping does not ae t the original timestamp.

Position-timestamp mapping

Rename attribute

onsidered equiva-

ontain the same tuples (ex ept for the physi al

Se tion 6.1 presents important results on

10 [4, 32℄ present also results on this topi .
14

Example 12: Timestamp transmission illustration
Let us

onsider the stream

S[B].
IS (S[B]) = S .

S(Id, V alue, t)

6.2. Asso iativity and ommutativity

of gure 2

and the windows

In this

sure that

The insertion of the tuple in the

The asso iativity and the

ase, the property 3 in-

of the relational algebrai

tems. For instan e, knowing that we

stream take pla e at the time equal to the timestamp of
the tuple. Therefore the

IS

operator will stamp the tuple

leaves, we

S[B](t) will go through and the
IS (S[B]) :

equivalen es on the dierent operator and on their inuen e on ea h other.
Let's rst

S = (1, v1, 3); (2, v2, 9); (1, v3, 10); (3, v4, 12); ...
S[B](9):

Id
1

V al.
v1

t
3

Id
2

t
9

Id
1

V al.
v3

tor.

Property 4 (Commutativity proje tion, renaming - windows). Let S be a stream and α, β, r be a window sequen e

t
10

des ription (WSD), then, the following properties state:
Πa1 ,...,ak ,t S[α, β, r] ≡ (Πa1 ,...,ak ,t S)[α, β, r]

IS (S[B]):
Id
1
2
1

V al.
v1
v2
v3

t
3
9
10

...

...

...

ρb/a S[α, β, r] ≡ (ρb/a S)[α, β, r]
These results hold be ause the proje tion and the renaming operators do not ae t any of the elements (i.e.,
timestamps or tuple positions) used for window
even with the use of

timestamp transmission

we will

ontent of the window

Property 5 (Asso

hanges, there-

timestamp.

Hereafter are showed the sequen e of states

S[R2s ](t) will go through
resulting streams IS (S[R2s ]):

the

orresponding

.

iativity sele tion - temporal windows)

σc S[α, β, r] ≡ (σc S)[α, β, r]

hanges and not the original

that the temporal relation

This asso iativity holds be ause the sele tion elimi-

and

nates tuples but does not
for window

hange the

Id
1

V al.
v1

t
3

Id
2
1

V al.
v2
v3

Example 14:
s hema

S[R2s ](12):

t
9
10

1.

Id
3

V al.
v4

t
12
2.

IS (S[R2s ]):
Id
1
2
1
3

V al.
v1
v2
v3
v4

t
4
10
10
12

...

...

...

ases. Let's show an

example where it doesn't hold.

S = (1, v1, 3); (2, v2, 9); (1, v3, 10); (3, v4, 12); ...
S[R2s ](10):

riteria on time used

reation. For positional windows, asso iativity

is true for only a parti ular subset of

S[R2s ](4):

ases of po-

Let S be a stream, α, β, r be a full temporal WSD and c be
a sele tion ondition, then, the following property states:

fore the timestamp of generated tuples is the time when
the

reation

ase for the

sitional windows.

onsider the same stream S and the
S[is, is + 2s, 2s] ≡ range 2s every 2 second whi h
note S[R2s ]. Then IS (S[R2s ]) 6= S . The insertion

in the resulting stream is ruled by window

It is not always the

temporal windows but only for some spe i

property is not true for all

kind of windows. Let
window

τS .

sele tion operator. Asso iativity for sele tion holds for full

Example 13: Timestamp transmission ounter-example
The

onsider the asso iativity between the win-

dow sequen e operator and proje tion or renaming opera-

S[B](10):

V al.
v2

an then shrink the dierent internal data size

and rate. Therefore, it is fundamental to look for query

orresponding resulting streams

S[B](3):

an manage to move

the sele tions and proje tion in a query tree towards the

at this time. Hereafter are showed the sequen e of states
that the temporal relation

ommutativity form the basis

optimizer inside database sys-

Let

(temp, t).

S

be a stream of temperatures with

Consider the following queries

is the set of positive temperatures sele ted from the last ten measurements ea h
time a measurement is re eived
(σtemp>0 S)[i, i + 9, 1n] means the set of the last ten
positive measurements ea h time a positive measurement is re eived.

σtemp>0 (S[i, i + 9, 1n])

The width of the resulting windows of these queries are
dierent. The se ond query

reates windows of 10 tuples

with positive temperatures whereas in the rst one, the
resulting windows may

ontain less than 10 items. This is

be ause the sele tion of positive temperatures is made on
the windows

ontaining 10 tuples with any temperature.

The problem arises be ause

τσc S

and

τS

are dierent.

This implies subtile, but meaningful dieren es in the results. So asso iativity is globally false for any positional
15

windows. Yet, in the parti ular

stream→stream operator

ase of a ( lassi al) land-

mark window sequen e, the property is true. The

omplete

proof of these results are available in appendix A.

Property 6

(Asso iativity sele tion -

Given these properties for the
ties on the

umulative posi-

. The asso iativity of sele tion and posi-

tional windows holds for unbounded a umulative window
sequen e [∞] = [0, i, 1n].

S
S

Property 6 is true be ause the unbounded window sean be dened as follows, without using the

fun tion:

σc (S 1 R) ≡ S 1 (σc R)

onsequen es on

ontext.

unary operators (that is to say, renaming, proje tion and

would not stand.

reators.

Remark 1. When joining a stream with a relation:

Property 7 (Commutativity unary operators - streamer).

Let R be a relation, let c be a sele tion ondition not on
and let a be a list of attributes. The following equalities
stand:

σc′ (S 1 R) 6≡ (σc′ S) 1 R

t

To illustrate, let S be a stream (id, ⊔) : S =
{(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3)} and R a relation having an attribute
id. R(0) = {(0)} and R(2.5) = {(1)}. With this data,
(1, 1, 2.5) 6∈ σid=1 (S 1id R) and (1, 1, 2.5) ∈ (σid=1 S) 1id
R.

Πa IS (R) ≡ IS Πa (R)
Πa DS (R) ≡ DS Πa (R)
Πa RSr (R) ≡ RSr Πa (R)

Su h equalities also stand for renaming.
Moreover, the following equality states if ∀(t, i),
R(t, i) ∩ R((t, i)− ) = ∅:
≡ RSu σc (R)
ρy/x RSu (R)

≡

Πa RSu (R) ≡
RSu ρy/x (R)

As seen in Se tion 4.2 the symmetri
not stand for

ase. Nevertheless, the two following properties show that

timestamp transmission and the

an see the stream as a

omposition. As a

it is possible to des ribe the three basi
erators as a

orollary 2,

A × (B × C) = (A × B) × C

onsequen e,

Proof sket h:

stream unary op-

omposition of a window, a streamer and a

S

(Sele tion on stream as a

omposition)

. Let

lassi al

same, if the orderings indu ed by

(ϕA , (ϕB , ϕC ))

artesian produ t the
ases and only

((ϕA , ϕB ), ϕC )

are the same. If the lexi ographi

and by
order is

used, the two results are equivalent as the nal order is
given by (ϕA , ϕB , ϕC ). The

σc S ≡ IS (σc S[B]) ≡ IS (σc S[∞]) ≡ RSu (σc S[B])

omplete proof is available on

appendix A.12.

The analogous property stands for proje tion and re-

Under

naming.

ertain

onditions this property

an also be

stated for stream joins.
orollary shows how the usual implementation

(Asso iativity on band-join). The band-join
(def. 34) is asso iative for the ase d = 0 and d = ∞
using the lexi ographi order. Let S1 , S2 and S3 be three
streams, then:

Corollary 5

works. In pra ti e, in order to perform a sele tion, usually,
the pro essor fet h the last tuple(s) of the stream. It will
make an operation (sele t for instan e) and then will send
the result in a new stream. We justify here that the theory

As for the

ontent of the result is the same in both

the tuples ordering may dier. Tuples ordering will be the

be a stream and c be a sele tion ondition on S .

This

onditions.

(Asso iativity on artesian produ t). The
artesian produ t with the lexi ographi order is asso iative. Let A, B and C be three temporal relations, then:

relational unary operator.

Corollary 3

ertain

Property 8

There is a strong link between the stream-to-stream
Thanks to the

property does

artesian produ t and join in the general

asso iativity states under

RSu Πa (R)

unary operators and relation-to-relation unary operator.
we

is used by

the join operator. This streamer has a good behavior in
u
regards to its asso iativity. If RS had been hosen (whi h
is also a valid hoi e) for the join operator, su h property

To go on with the results on asso iativity, the Codd's

σc RSu (R)

IS

Corollary 4 states be ause the streamer

Properties 2 and 5 where already stated in [6℄ and we

ommute quite easily with stream

d

Moreover, if c is a ondition on a relation R then,

the performan es of an implementation.

σc IS (R) ≡ IS σc (R)
σc DS (R) ≡ DS σc (R)
σc RSr (R) ≡ RSr σc (R)

tion). Let
and S ′ be two streams. Let c be a sele tion ondition on
and d be a temporal interval.
The following equality stands:

d

These three last properties illustrate how to redu e the

sele tion)

ore operators, proper-

an be stated.

σc (S 1 S ′ ) ≡ (σc S) 1 S ′

internal relation size (by sele ting and proje ting) without

prove them in the Astral

omposite operators

τS

S[∞](t, i) = {s ∈ S/(t0 , 0) ≤ BS (s) ≤ (t, i)}.

loosing any information, whi h has dire t

omposi-

Corollary 4 (Commutativity stream join - sele

tional windows)

quen e

ompared to the usual

tion denition.

an illustrate su h behaviour. This property also just-

d

d

d

d

S1 1 (S2 1 S3 ) = (S1 1 S2 ) 1 S3

es the equivalen e of our modelisation of the three basi
16

If, the following properties state:

This is a useful result, but unfortunately, it states only
for spe ial

ases of

d.

We now have seen some useful properties that have dire t

onsequen es on the implementation as the

erties of the relational algebra. We

=

b′

=

ore prop-

an now apply the basi

d′ − d + D
∈N
r
b + aK − D if a 6= 0

max(Bt1 , b′ ) =
c =

optimization heuristi s su h as the sele tion and proje tion
as

K

lose to the leaves possible.

max(Bt1 , b − D)
r if K 6= 0

if a = 0

Then, the following equivalen e states:

6.3. Transposition

(σt≥t1 S[α, β, r], t0 ) ≡ (S[α′ , β ′ , r], t1 )

Operator sharing [4, 21, 37℄ is an optimization te hnique known to be ee tive in data stream querying where

Having

K as an integer is rather intuitive as it des

the exe ution of a query may be innite. For a hieving an

the syn hronization between the queries. In this

e ient sharing, the largest query equivalen e is required.

possible to prove that

The exa t mat h of two queries requires the equivalen e of

γ ′ (t, i) = γ(t, i) − K .

the query expression and their starting timestamps. The
use of windows in the queries introdu es dierent
This

se tion

presents

a

ontribution

to

γ

Considering this aspe t, by repla ing

ases.

limiting the lower bound to

ompare

11

two uniform
window des riptions namely, [α, β, r] and
[α′ , β ′ , r] with two dierent starting timestamp t0 and t1 .
The obje tive is to fa ilitate the sharing of window

ribes

ase, it is

t ≥ t1 ,

the

with

γ ′,

and by
′

onditions over

b

an be found.
The property about

c states that the upper bound must

follow the evaluation. This is ne essary be ause the upper

re-

bound of the rst window is always the moment of the rst

ation operators even if the two windows are not identi al.

evaluation.

•

Q1 = (S[α, β, r], t0 )

We shall note the two queries as
Q2 = (S[α′ , β ′ , r], t1 )

The

and

• D

• Bt

Example 15:

For full temporal des ription:
full

D=0

positional

Q2

K=

for

is the syn hronization fa tor:

Q1

K =

when the rst window is evaluated for

In the following, we make the basi

onsider queries:

Q1 (t0 < t1 ).

The obje tive is to see

(8s+t1 )−(3s+t0 )
5s

=1+

t1 −t0
5s .

Q2 .

K 6= 0, c

has to be equal to the rate. As

to one single equation to verify if the two windows

an

2 = 5 − 3n ⇒ n = 1

is a

be

oherent. For our example,

valid mat hing. The gure 5 represents the result of this
transposing.

hypothesis that two

queries using the same stream S at the same time, see the

t0

Q2

same data even if the query evaluations started at dierent
moments.

0

time

a stream S and queries (S[α, β, r], t0 ) and (S[α′ , β ′ , r], t1 ).
If the WSD have the following form:

t1
0

Q1

Property 9 (Linear Window Transposing). Let's onsider

α(i) = max(ai + b, Bt0 )
β(i) = ci + d

onsider a linear des ription

= t0 + n∗ 5s.
a 6= 0, b′
must be equal to 3s+t0 +2s∗K = 5s+t0 +n∗2s. Therefore,
′
we have, b − t0 = 5s − n ∗ 3s. The problem is then redu ed
As

Bt = 0

If using positional bounds:

ap-

To be able to reuse the results, t1 has to be t1

Bt = t

β ′ (0)−β(0)+D
r
It states the number of windows that were evaluated

• K

Let's

is laun hed after

t

If using temporal bounds:

on

if it is possible to reuse the results of Q1 for Q2. Here:

is the minimal value of a lower bound of a de-




available

orollary of a more

Q1 = (S[2is + 3s, 5is + 3s, 5s], t0 )
Q2 = (S[2is + 2s, 5is + 8s, 5s], t1 )

des ription:

−1
D = τ(S,t
((t1 , 0)− ) + 1
0)

s ription starting at

is

(see appendix B).

des riptions

For

demonstration

general theorem that does not

is the impli it slide between two window sequen e




omplete

pendix B. This property is a tually a

1

2

1

3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Figure 5: Syn hronized windows for operator sharing

α′ (i) = max(ai + b′ , Bt1 )
β ′ (i) = ci + d′

Property 9 shows a result for windows with linear des riptions. Su h kind of windows are ommonly used. This
result

an be integrated in stream query evaluators as the

proposed equalities

11 the bounds and the rate are of the same type

As another
the

an be veried easily at runtime.

orollary, the following property points out

ase of two queries using window sequen es following

the same pattern but having an initial oset.
17

(Linear Natural Transposing). Let S
be a stream and onsider queries (S[α, β, r], t0 ) and
(S[α′ , β ′ , r], t1 ). If the WSD have the following form:

Corollary 6

α(i) − Bt0 = α′ (i) − Bt1 =
β(i) − Bt0 = β ′ (i) − Bt1 =

Stating that the history of the stream is the relation

H = (S 1 Sensors)[∞]

(ΠBuoyId σLoc=7016 AnchBuoys)∪
(ΠBuoyId σvalue=7016∧type=GP S IS (H))[id/L]
)(tq )

max(ai + b, 0)
ci + d
•

Continuous query using an instantaneous queries for
designation. "Data from SST sensors

in temporal
in positional

rN
rN

th ≪ tq :

(

If c = r ∧ (a = 0 ∧ b ≤ 0 ∨ a = r) and
t1 − t0 ∈
−1
τ(S,t
(t1 ) ∈
0)

started at

urrently mea-

o

suring more than 25 C at start time (t0 )":

S ⋉ Πid σtype=′ SST ′ ∧value≥′ 25′ (S 1 Sensors)[id/L]t0

Then, the following equivalen e states:

•

(σt≥t1 S[α, β, r], t0 ) ≡ (S[α′ , β ′ , r], t1 )

Continuous query using a

ontinuous queries for des-

ignation. "Data from SST sensors measuring more
o

than 25 C":
The

onditions on the window syn hronization are sim-

plied.

S ⋉ Πid σtype=′ SST ′ ∧value≥′ 25′ (S 1 Sensors)[id/L]

This allows us to state that usual window se-

quen es, as sliding windows and landmark windows, are
naturally

It

transposable.

Sliding window sequen e are similar to
whi h veries the

[5is, 5is + 2s, 5s]

riterion.

Therefore,

[ir, ir + w, r]
a des ription

ommon patterns like

join between the stream

Further works

S

and the

ould investigate on

the design of the usual query patterns in the eld of sensor
data querying. We

r.

To our knowledge, a generi

[id/L] or a

meta-data relations.

an be transposed by an interval of any

multiple of the rate

an be noti ed that there exists

the window

ould imagine an e ient generi

data

representation and a designation operator for instan e.

equivalen e of windowing

7.2. Related work

operators over time were never investigated this far. Further details on this theory, as well as demonstrations of

The pre eding se tions already provided

this se tion, are available on the Astral's wiki [34℄.

omments on

hoi es made in Astral with respe t to related work. This
se tion presents dis ussions on the main aspe ts. A

7. Astral and related work

om-

plete presentation of the referen ed systems is out of the
s ope of this paper.

Se tion 2 presented the motivation of this work and

It is worth noting that several systems mentioned here-

dis ussed existing sensor querying solutions. This se tion
provides

after do not provide

omplementary dis ussions: Se tion 7.1 summa-

rizes Astral querying

apabilities with examples and se -

tion 7.2 dis usses spe i

straightforward.

7.1. Astral Querying Capabilities
This work was motivated by oering a formal support

ontinuous time

hoi e allows a pre ise spe i ation of the time

implementation.

onsider here some

Note that using dis rete time would

lead semanti s of operators to depend on this dis retization and therefore, on the implementation. For example
STREAM [4℄ denes the operator

Present instantaneous queries.

for ea h timestamp.

"Whi h buoys are

presently (tq ) in zone '7016' ":

tamp width

ould be

RS

with the statement

For one implementation, the times-

1ms

and for an other it

ould be

1s.

Many systems like Aurora [2℄ does not have restri tions on

((ΠBuoyId σLoc=7016 AnchBuoys)∪
(ΠBuoyId
(σvalue=7016 S 1 σtype=GP S Sensors)[id/L])
)(tq )
•

t∈T ∼R

This

examples.

•

time

Astral

avoiding heterogeneity and impli it dependen y of the

an be used to formalize all kinds of

queries presented in se tion 2.2. Let's

Aspe t
Des ription

for a large variety of queries useful in sensor based apAstral

The

points of our proposal with re-

spe t to related work.

pli ations.

omplete formal denitions.

omparison of su h works and our formal proposal is not

the timestamp type but the set of supported operators is
restri ted to stream-to-stream operations. Our

hoi e al-

lows to provide a wide range of operators with a

onsistent

time handling.

Past and present instantaneous queries. "Presently

Aspe t

Abstra t model

(tq ), whi h is the last buoy being in zone '7016' ?".

Astral

s ∈ R(t, i), s ∈ S , BS

Des ription

Two main

on epts: temporal rela-

tion and stream
18

hoi es are inspired by the two-fold approa h

The introdu tion of steamers allows a pre ise spe i a-

of STREAM and CQL [6℄ whi h is nowadays the most

Astral's

tion of the relation - stream "transformation". This kind

widely used. Others, like SStreaMWare [18℄ extends the

of operators are not

SEQ's model [38℄ by proposing the

on ept of window se-

posals as it relies on a separation of the notions of relation

quen es (list of window states) whi h are similar to tempo-

and stream. The notion of streamer is impli it in some pro-

ral relations
only

reated by Astral and CQL windows. Aurora

posals. For example Borealis [1℄ uses

ares of streams but with more limited expressivity

(no generi

inserts and updates in a relation.

the notion is new.

Few

lear formalizations [8℄ propose

bid

to ea h tuple in or-

der to distinguish the bat hes. Some formalizations [8, 32℄
do not use the term 

window .

relation 

This notion is

but the notion of 

lose to a subset of

S[∞].

Timestamp Order

Astral

BS

Des ription

For a stream, its positional order

messages

to dete t

STREAM does intro-

hronon

12

provide exibility and pre ision for query expression.

stream

Aspe t

urrent pro-

du e streamers (IS , DS ,RS ) using an impli it
r. RSr in Astral is similar to RS in STREAM. Streamers
in Astral are well integrated with the other operators and

join for example). Bat hes are rarely used as

adding another spe ial attribute

learly supported by all

Aspe t

Windows

Astral

[α, β, r]

Des ription

A window is dened by two fun tions for boundaries evolution and

in reasing fun tion

a rate of evaluation.

and the order inferred by timestamps is

Window

oherent.

reation may take numerous semanti s. Many

works on formalization and implementation exist. In a preThe

vious paper [35℄, we showed how our model

onsisten y of the positional and the timestamp

overs all the

orders is a postulate in Astral. In SQuAl, the algebra of

usual denitions (range/slide/row, i.e.

Aurora, this assumption is not made. To insure the

and landmark windows positional or temporal) and how

sisten y of the model, they require an operator

on-

Order.

it

In

sliding, tumbling

an express window sequen es oered by pro edural ap-

pra ti e, the implementation has to fulll this property.

proa hes as the earlier versions of TelegraphCQ [10℄ (whi h

Interesting works [28℄ are made to ensure the

uses a for-loop). We also showed the formalization of ross-

onsisten y

Get the last 20 tuples ea h 2min  whi

of the positional and timestamp orders without breaking

domain WSD like 

the workow.

have got little attention but are often required in pra ti e.

As a matter of fa t, Ora le [44℄,

advises

Some formal works exist. Among them [32℄ whi h uses

for performan e reasons, to fulll this property in order
to avoid

a mathemati al set-based approa h allowing formal proofs

omplex treatments that would be otherwise re-

quired to obtain

onsistent results.

property must be veried to have a

We

h

on properties. In this approa h denitions are very long

laim that this

and ea h type of window has to be detailed from the begin-

oherent algebra.

ning. Astral in ludes denitions using only 3 parameters
Aspe t

Binary relational operators

(α,

Astral

R1 × R2 , R1 ∪ R2 ...

allowing the expression of all kind of window sequen es

Des ription

Operators

with

denition

Φ

in lude

the

reported in literature. SECRET [8℄ formalizes the window
operator from an exe ution point of view. It is based on

results. An unspe ied fun tion is

4 main

used for that purpose

de ides when the system must rea t to the input (tuplefrom the input and a

onsidered in the literature as a dire t appli ation of the

an be found in Astral. The

Ti k

S ope.

A

Content is dened
Report sends the result

to the next part of the query. Although their approa h is
orthogonal to ours, we have similar notions: the s ope is

use of physi al identiers for es to dene the nal ordering

modeled by

of the tuples produ ed by the operators. We also showed

α, β

and the ti ks and report are made by

to des ribe the behavior of dierent exe ution systems but

ase for those operators.

very hard to prove properties on it.

This is important be ause symmetry is used in several optimization approa hes in relational DBMS. To the best of

Aspe t

Stream Join

our knowledge, su h formalization and results have never

Astral

S 1 R , S 1d S ′ , S

been presented.

Des ription

Joining streams or relation with

Aspe t
Astral
Des ription

γ.

The approa h of SECRET is exe ution-based and it is easy

an appear (see property 2) as the ordering
in the general

on epts whi h

based, time-based or bat h-based), the

relational algebra. Our formal framework shows that the

is not symmetri

but providing nevertheless high exibility and

denition of a stri t ordering of the

The relational part of a stream algebra has mainly be

problems that

β, γ)

R

stream

Streamers relation→stream
IS , DS , RSr , RSu
Operators produ ing streams re-

12 Chronon of a system implementation is the smallest times-

e ting updates on a relation or pe-

tamp dieren e that

riodi

timestamped system is 1ms)

sele tions on a relation.

19

an be obtained (e.g. the

hronon of a unix-

Joining streams may be done in several ways.

Ea h

assertion is

system/model uses a dierent form for the join operator.
STREAM support relies on the relational join.
join operator in Aurora is based on timestamp
den es.

GSN [3℄ uses a positional

tween streams.

Stream

mentation point of view as it allows deletion of a tuple

orrespon-

that goes out of the buer and fa ilitates memory man-

orresponden e be-

agement.

SStreaMWare also proposed a join op-

erator based on symmetri

ommon and all examples presented in this

paper verify it. This point is important from the imple-

In theory, su h non-in reasing fun tion is still

possible, nevertheless some properties like prop.3 needs it.

hash join [43℄. Chroni les [23℄

Our prototype has a basi

s heduler whi h drives the

introdu es a "natural" join using timestamp mat hing. As

exe ution of operators. Some aspe ts des ribed in the al-

in STREAM, we

gebra

onsider that a generi

join operator does

an be dire tly seen in the prototype. For instan e,

not exist as there are too many possible useful semanti s.

operators like sensible streamers are exe uted when they

Although, we dened three operators that

observe

an easily

usual joins like the ones mentioned earlier. We

over

an also see

that the formalization of the domain manipulation allows

As most

implementation oriented operator.

Des ription

stream management systems,

the

sour e

stream is used as a regulation of the time with its timestamp.

Astral

ase of inde-

uler when it must be exe uted.

the denition of the semi-sensitive join whi h is a rather

Aspe t

hanges on the input relation. In the

pendent streamers, the operator dire tly tells to the s hed-

Hen e, the problem of network laten y is not di-

Domain manipulation
Dcf , Rts
A temporal relation an be dened

re tly troublesome as we

by past states of other relations

time. As used in many sensor network proje ts and large-

ple loss, we must wait for the next tuple to see the

the problem of unbounded waiting.

malized before. Its formalization allows the expression of
time xation, denition

semi-sensitive join, denition

33) also quite

The prototype is

22, and

ommon in

ar hite tural point of view, ea h operator, and ea h stream
(or relation) is a omponent. S heduler, query runtime and
builders are servi es that form the Astral

Spread Operator

Astral

a1 ,...,an , a1 ,...,an

Des ription

Renes or re reates bat hes

requires more than 8 kSLOC (without
Distributed

vides a good integration of su h

omments).

ontinuous query pro essing on several

nodes is possible with this prototype. Two spe ial operare eiver entity. By

tion allows an easy manipulation of bat hes. The spread

BS .

an
ore

tors has been dened for this purpose, an emitter and a

omplete algebra. Our formaliza-

operation is equivalent to a redenition of

ore, whi h

exe ute the whole life- y le of a query. The proje t's

The spread operator has been introdu ed in [24℄ but
was never in luded in a

Java using OSGi /iPOJO [14℄
Apa he Felix framework. From an

oded in

te hnologies over the

pra ti e. The formalization in Astral is simple.
Aspe t

urrent

s ale distributed systems, heartbeat messages would solve

This operation is often used but have not been forother operators (e.g.

onsider the time indi ated by

the timestamp attribute. In order to pro eed without tu-

reating queries using those operators

as sour e/head on multiple instan es, it is possible to dis-

Astral pro-

tribute query evaluation on many nodes. The implemen-

on epts.

urrent proposals and allows the for-

tation of the operators syn hronizes the two s hedulers in

mal expression of a large variety of queries useful in sensor

order to have the exa t behavior des ribed by the algebra.

Astral extends

A query may involve several streams or relations de-

based systems. This proposition also allows to point out,
and to handle, semanti

noted as data sour es.

problems that were not yet iden-

The exe ution plan of a query

tied (or impli it) in existing proposals. Operations that

is generated using Astral operators.

are very "pra ti e-oriented"

tion implemented in this version is a rather simple push-

an also be formalized with

The only optimiza-

proje tion-like strategy. We look forward for a more

our proposal.

om-

plete optimization pro ess using properties exposed in this
arti le.

8. Implementation
As a proof of

9. Con lusion and future work

on ept, the Astral algebra has been im-

plemented in a prototype

13

. It implements all the

on epts

This paper proposed a formal framework to express

presented in this paper. For instan e, the implementation
−1
of the Window Sequen e Operator, rely on the τS , τS
and BS fun tions whi h are dire tly implemented in the
stream

both

pre ise expression of the semanti s of the operators. This

lass.

is important for a better understanding of query semanti s

We have onsidered some light restri tions with respe t

implemented by these systems and in potential mediation

to the pure theory. For instan e, in the window sequen e
des riptions

ontinuous and instantaneous queries on sensor data

represented as streams and temporal relations. It allows a

α

and

β

are in reasing (non stri tly).

between them.

This

The results presented in this paper extend existing formal work by

13 http://astral.ligforge.imag.fr
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⇔ s ∈ S ∧ BS (s) = (t, i)
As Ψt,i onserves all the values (even the timestamp in

S[α, i, 1n](t, i) = Ft,i =

τS ◦ α ◦ γ(t, i) ≤ BS (s) ≤ (t, i)
s ∈ S, rpos(s) ≤ τ −1 (t, i) − α ◦ γ(t, i)

S

Therefore

that
As

Et,i

ase). We must now prove that the order is the same.

Ψt,i

onserves the ordering inside the relation and this

order is dire tly inherited from the input stream, the order
is therefore equivalent.

Ψt,i (s, t) ∈ S ′ ∧ BS ′ (Ψt,i (s, t)) = (t, i)
⇔ s ∈ Ft,i ∧ s 6∈ F(t,i)−
⇔ s ∈ S ∧ [...]1 ≤ BS (s) ≤ (t, i) ∧ rpos(s) ≤ [...]2 ∧

S ≡ IS (S[α, i + k, 1n]). Considering the des rip[∞] and [B] that mat hes with the hypotheses.
S ≡ IS (S[B]) ≡ IS (S[∞]). By extension the result on
RSu (S[B]) is also orre t.
Thus

tion of

Et,i

([...]3 > BS (s) ∨ BS (s) > (t, i)− ∨ rpos (s) > [...]4 )
E(t,i)−

A.6. Prop.4 Asso iativity proje tion, renaming - windows

τS ◦ α ◦ γ(t, i) ≤ BS (s) ∧ τS ◦ α ◦ γ((t, i)− ) > BS (s) is
impossible be ause τS ◦ α ◦ γ in reasing. As well rpos(s) ≤
As

Let us prove

Et,i

sitional

τS−1 (t, i)−α◦γ(t, i)∧ rpos (s) > τS−1 ((t, i)− )−α◦γ((t, i)−)

Πa,t S[α, β, r] ≡ (Πa,t S)[α, β, r]

s ∈ Πa,t S[α, β, r],
s [a, t] = s.
s ∈ Πa,t S[α, β, r]
Let

E(t,i)−

in the po-

ase (the hardest).
thus

∃s′ ∈ S[α, β, r]

su h that

′

is also impossible be ause the number tuples with a higher
s obviously in rease from (t, i)− to (t, i). Finally,

rank than

⇔ s′ ∈ S[α, β, r] ∧ s′ [a, t] = s
⇔ s′ ∈ Et,i ∧ rpos(s) ≤ β ◦ γ(t, i) − α ◦ γ(t, i) ∧ s′ [a, t] = s

we have the result :

−

⇔ s ∈ Ft,i ∧ BS (s) > (t, i)
Thus, BS (s) = (t, i).

Et,i

A.3. Window des ription [∞] = [0, i, 1n]

as

Considering the beginning of proof A.2. It is easy to

γ , and therefore
Et,i , depends
dire
k
j

γ(t, i) =

τS−1 (t,i)−β(0)
r

(Πa,t does not

imply that,

by

Πa,t .

tly on

and the fa t that

hange any position), then

Therefore

Et,i

S.

γ

Although,

τS = τΠa,t S

is not ae ted

is not ae ted, at least not more

that values deleted.

s ∈ Et,i ⇔ s ∈ S ∧ (t0 , 0) ≤ BS (s) ≤ (t, i)

Hen e, the result is:
We must now prove that Et,i = S[0, i, 1n](t, i). As,
β(γ(t, i)) − α(γ(t, i)) = τS−1 (t, i).
−1
Let s ∈ Et,i . As τS (t, i) orresponds to the position
of the tuple that has the biggest physi al identier in
−1
(due to the denition of τS )

⇔ s[a, t] ∈ Πa,t Et,i ∧ rpos(s) ≤ β ◦ γ(t, i) − α ◦ γ(t, i)
Et,i

⇔ s ∈ (Πa,t S)[α, β, r]

Et,i

The proof is very similar (but way more simple as
not present) for the temporal

rpos(s) = τS−1 (t, i) − pos(s)
Et,i

Thus

A.7. Prop.5 Asso iativity sele tion - temporal windows

whi h is true.

Similar to proof A.6, in the temporal

Et,i

Finally,

A.4. Window des ription [B] = [τS−1 (τS (i)− ) + 1, i, 1n]

⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔

The same proof as proof A.3 is applied here.
First, it is easy to see using prop.1 that

τS (γ(t, i)) =

By denition, ∃s ∈ S , BS (s) =
−1
′ ′ −
Thus, τS ((t , i ) ) is the maximal position of all the tuples that have a bat h identier
′ ′
stri tly lower that (t , i ). Thus α(γ(t, i)) orresponds to
′ ′
the rst tuple inside the bat h (t , i ).

ase,

s ∈ S[α, β, r](t, i) ∧ c(s)
s ∈ S ∧ α(γ(t, i)) ≤ BS (s) ≤ β(γ(t, i)) ∧ c(s)
s ∈ σc S ∧ α(γ(t, i)) ≤ BS (s) ≤ β(γ(t, i))
s ∈ σc S ∧ α(γ(t, i)) ≤ Bσc S (s) ≤ β(γ(t, i))
s ∈ (σc S)[α, β, r](t, i)

It is possible here as
the input

α, β ,

and

γ

does not depend on

S.

In the positional

A.5. Cor.2 Windows inversion

on the s ope

ase, we introdu e

ondition).

As

τσc S 6= τS ,

τS

(inside

γ

and

the result tends

to be false. Counter examples easily prove it to be wrong

S ≡ IS (S[α, i + k, 1n]) ≡ IS (S[B]) ≡ IS (S[∞]) ≡
RSu (S[B])
Considering the proof A.2, we have:
Ψt,i (s, t) ∈ S ′ ∧ BS ′ (Ψt,i (s, t)) = (t, i)
⇔ s ∈ S ∧BS (s) = (t, i)∧rpos(s) ≤ τS−1 (t, i)−α◦γ(t, i)
Et,i
Considering that the window always

ase. In this

σc does not inuen e the behaviour of a temporal windows.
s ∈ σc S[α, β, r](t, i)

S[0, i, 1n](t, i) = {s ∈ S, BS (s) ≤ (t, i)}

τS (τS−1 (t, i)) ≤ (t, i).
τS (τS−1 (t, i)) = (t′ , i′ ).

is

is the same.

Et,i

τS−1 (t, i) − pos(s) ≤ τS−1 (t, i)

τS

ase. The proof for renaming

due to this dieren e.

A.8. Prop.6 Asso iativity sele tion - Cumulative window
[∞] and the proof A.3,
S[∞](t, i) = {s ∈ S, BS (s) ≤ (t, i)}. The proof of

Considering the des ription of
we have

ontains the last

this property is now easy, using the same method as proof
as A.6 with a simplier inequality.

bat h, the last part is always true. Hen e the result:
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A.9. Prop.7 Asso iativity Codd's unary - Streamers
IS .
c be a valid
For simpli ity, we note, S = σc IS (R)
We have the following:
Ψt,i (s, t)
BS (Ψt,i (s, t)) = (t, i)
Let's take the
Let

R

σc

ase of

((a, b), c) ≤ ((d, e), f )

and

be a relation, and

⇔ (a, b) < (d, e) ∨ (a, b) = (d, e) ∧ c ≤ f
⇔ (a, b) < (d, e) ∨ (a = d ∧ b = e ∧ c ≤ f )
⇔ a < d ∨ (a = d ∧ b < e) ∨ (a = d ∧ b = e ∧ c ≤ f )

ondition not ot.

∈

σc IS (R) ∧

Therefore the lexi ographi

⇔ Ψt,i (s, t) ∈ IS (R) ∧ BS (Ψt,i (s, t)) = (t, i) ∧ c(Ψt,i (s, t))
⇔ s ∈ R(t, i) ∧ s 6∈ R((t, i)− ) ∧ c(Ψt,i (s, t))
⇔ s ∈ R(t, i) ∧ s 6∈ R((t, i)− ) ∧ c(s)
⇔ s ∈ (σc R)(t, i) ∧ s 6∈ R((t, i)− )
⇔ s ∈ (σc R)(t, i) ∧ ¬(s ∈ R((t, i)− ) ∧ c(s))
⇔ s ∈ (σc R)(t, i) ∧ s 6∈ σc R(t, i)

on the right side of the equivalen e, hen e the result.

A.13. Cor.5 Asso iativity on band-join
We want to see if
Firstly,

c

is not on

t.

equal to

and

IS

and

[B]

as well

A.11. Cor.4 Asso iativity join - sele tion

≡ σc IS (Π1 (S[∞]
≡ IS (σc Π1 (S[∞]

We

≡ IS (Π1 ((σc S[∞])

1
a

(ρt′ /t S ′ [∞]))

≡ IS (Π1 ((σc S)[∞]

1
a

(ρt′ /t S ′ [∞]))

IS (S1 [∞] 1t S2 [∞]),
ρ. 

∧|t′ −t|≤d

≡ (σc S)

1da

S

an also see why it is impossible to have an asso ia-

tive general band join as the timestamp transmission is not

∧|t −t|≤d
′

artesian produ t, hen e

dire tly ee tive. We would have a ondition on the right
′
′′
side like |max(t, t ) − t | ≤ d whi h is hardly asso iative.
0
The proof is very similar (and easier) as S1 1 S2 =

(ρt′ /t S ′ [∞]))

1
a

(S1 1∞ S2 ) 1∞ S3

d = ∞.

is now asso iative for

∧|t −t|≤d
′

an detail the results:

the join, is asso iative, the last line stands. The band-join

(ρt′ /t S ′ [∞]))

1
a

an be proven to be

as this last relation is insert-

Therefore, as the relational

an see:

∧|t −t|≤d
′

1

≡ IS (Π1 IS (Π1 S1 [∞] 1 ρt′ /t S2 [∞])[∞] 1 ρt′ /t S3 )
≡ IS (Π1 (Π1 S1 [∞] 1 ρt′ /t S2 [∞]) 1 ρt′ /t 1 S3 )
≡ IS (ΠAttr(...)\{t′ ,t′′ } (S1 [∞] 1 ρt′ /t S2 [∞]) 1 ρt′′ /t 1 S3 )
≡ IS (ΠAttr(...)\{t′ ,t′′ } S1 [∞] 1 ρt′ /t S2 [∞] 1 ρt′′ /t 1 S3 )

[B].

Using prop.6 and prop.7 we
σc (S 1da S ′ )

IS (Π1 S1 [∞] 1
Π S1 [∞] 1 ρt′ /t S2 [∞]
:

is quite similar to

max(s1 (t), s2 (t)))

Now we

an be made for

that

tamp transmission.

σc S = σc IS (S[∞]) = IS (σc S[∞])
The same approa h

see

only. This result is very similar to proof A.5 with times-

onsequen e of

the properties 2 and 7.

RSu

an

apart from the timestamp (whi h

A.10. Cor.3 Sele tion on stream as a omposition

as

we

ρt′ /t S2 [∞])[∞]

The result is now trivial.

The proof of this property is a dire t

(S1 1∞ S2 ) 1∞ S3 ≡ S1 1∞ (S2 1∞

S3 ).

The equivalen e between se ond and third line is true
be ause

ordering is asso iative.

Thus, the ordering on the left side is equivalent to the one

therefore we do not need the

Π

and

B. Transposability

′

We have presented in se tion 6 an introdu tion to the

Similary we have the same result for the join with the

transposability, i.e. the

relation.

on ept of

omparing two queries

(streams or relation) that started at dierent timestamp.

A.12. Prop.8 Asso iativity on produ t

We detail here a bit further our ree tion.

Considering the produ t with the lexi ographi orderR1 ×R2
.
ing we will note. Φt,i
Let R1 , R2 , R3 be three relations with no attributes in

S naturally transposable from t0 to t1 if : (σt≥t1 S, t0 ) ≡
(S, t0 ). Before going any further, we are ons ious of many

As a re all, we onsider a naturally transposable stream

subtle formal problems that exists while manipulating su h

ommon.
We want to see if

The results on the
that the

on epts parti ulary when stating an equivalen e between

(R1 × R2 ) × R3 ≡ R1 × (R2 × R3 ).

two queries over time.

lassi al relational algebra shows

We have detailed this part a lot

more on the Astral's wiki [34℄ by detailing exa tly the

ontent is equivalent. We now must prove that the

equivalen e as well as some phenomena that

ordering is equivalent, hen e, prove that the lexi ographi

served in the beginning of a query.

ordering is asso iative.

an be ob-

But we here expose

only the global results that we have, parti ularly on the

(a, (b, c)) ≤ (d, (e, f ))

window operator.

⇔ a < d ∨ a = d ∧ (b, c) ≤ (e, f )
⇔ a < d ∨ a = d ∧ (b < e ∨ b = e ∧ c ≤ f )
⇔ a < d ∨ (a = d ∧ b < e) ∨ (a = d ∧ b = e ∧ c ≤ f )
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B.1. The general theorem of window transposability

The

ondition

sequen e

By reusing the notation given in the subse tion 6.3.

over

operator

the
on

stream

the

on

rst

We have the following theorem:

(α(γ(t, i)), 0) ≤ BS (s) ≤ (β(γ(t, i)), i)

Property 10 (General theorem of window sequen e transposability). Let S be a stream, transposable from t0 to t1 .

we have

As

the

input

stream

is

the

query

naturally

(σt≥t1 S, t0 ) = (S, t1 ),

window
will

be:

transposable,

therefore we re-

≥
stri t the pre edent
ondition with t
(max(α(γ(t, i)), t1 ), 0) ≤ BS (s) ≤ (β(γ(t, i)), i)

i.e. (σt≥t1 S, t0 ) ≡ (S, t0 )
If K ∈ N and if ∀i ∈ N,

We want that the

(
α′ (i) = max(Bt1 , α(i + K) − D)
β ′ (i) = β(i + K) − D

ify this same

ondition implied by

ondition. We

(σt≥t1 S[α, β, r], t0 ) ≡ (S[α′ , β ′ , r].t1 )

[α′ , β ′ , r] ver-

an rstly see that,

k

=

j

=
=

γ(t, i) − K

t−β ′ (0)
r
k
t−β(0)+β(0)−β ′ (0)
r
j
k
t−β(0)
−
K
r

γ ′ (t, i) =

Then, the following equivalen e states:

t1

j

as

K∈N

In order to prove this theorem, we need a lemma on

τS

the transposability of the

fun tion.

We now have in the se ond query, the following

Property 11 (Transposability of τ ). Let S be a stream
naturally transposable from t0 to t1 .
Let D be a onstant equals to the number of tuples that
were inside the stream before (t1, 0), whi h is equals to
−1
τ(S,t
((t1 , 0)− ) + 1.
0)
Then, the following equalities states:
∀n ∈ N,
τ(S,t1 ) (n) =
−1
∀t, i ∈ T × N ≥ (t1 , 0), τ(S,t1 ) (t, i) =

(α′ (γ ′ (t, i)), 0) ≤ BS (s) ≤ (β ′ (γ ′ (t, i)), i)
(α (γ(t, i) − K), 0) ≤ BS (s) ≤ (β ′ (γ(t, i) − K), i)
′

Considering the

onditions on

=

•

In the positional
This

=
=

j ∈ N,

Let

omplex to prove. As in the

ase, we want to verify that the

su h that

stri tly due to the

−D

(n − D)1[τ(S,t0 ) (n),τ(S,t0 ) (n+1)[ (t, i)

(t, i) ≥ (t1 , 0),

and

τ(S,t0 ) (D − 1) ≤ (t1 , 0),


τ(S,t1 ) (α′ (j − K)) = max((t1 , 0), τ(S,t0 ) (α(j)))

the

Now we try to verify the same
we have in the temporal

γ ′ (t, i)

As a beginning, it is trivial to see that we must have

=

given des riptions.

(t, i)

=
=

the same rate for update frequen y reasons.
′
Let γ and γ be the delaying fun tion implied by the

Let

=
ase

su h that

is growing non-

we have,

an prove the general theorem of window se-

In the temporal

τ

oheren y between position and

Thanks to the property 11 on the transposability of

τ,

quen e transposability.

•

max(0, α(j + K) − D)
max(D, α(j + K))
max(D, α(j))
max(τ(S,t0 ) (D), τ(S,t0 ) (α(j)))

timestamp hypothesis.

last sum is always null. Hen e the property.
Now we

=
=
=
=

The last statement is true be ause

n=−1

As we take

ondition

j ≥ K,

α′ (j)
α (j) + D
α′ (j − K) + D
τ(S,t0 ) (α′ (j − K) + D)

(n − D)1[τ(S,t0 ) (n),τ(S,t0 ) (n+1)[ (t, i)

−

ondi-

are equivalent.

n1[τ(S,t1 ) (n),τ(S,t1 ) (n+1)[ (t, i)

n=D−1
−1
τ(S,t
(t, i)
0)
D−2
X

the

ase

ase is far more

temporal

n1[τ(S,t0 ) (n+D),τ(S,t0 ) (n+1+D)[ (t, i)

n=−1
+∞
X

β,

bat h on the stabilisation period.

′

n=−1
+∞
X

and

equivalent. We do have proven the equality for any

τ(S,t0 ) (n + D)
−1
τ(S,t
(t, i) − D
0)

ompli ated:

P+∞

α

tions over the rst stream and the se ond are exa tly

Considering that S is naturally transposable, (S, t1 ) =
(σt≥t1 S, t0 ). Then, it is fairly simple to imply, τσt≥t1 S (n) =
τS (n + D) as D is the number of tuples that were inside
−1
is a bit more
the stream at t1 . The property on the τS

−1
τ(S,t
(t, i) =
1)

on-

ditions:

γ (t, i) ≥ 0,
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γ′

that

ase.

τ(S,t1 ) (t)−β ′ (0)
r
j
k
τ(S,t0 ) (t)−D−β ′ (0)
r
j
k
τ(S,t0 ) (t)−D−β(0)+β(0)−β ′ (0)
r
k
j
τ(S,t0 ) (t)−β(0)
−
K
r
k
j
τ(S,t0 ) (t)−β(0)
−K
as K
r

j

=
= γ(t, i) − K

′

ondition over

k

∈N

We

an

now

on lude

by

∀t, i ≥ γ ′ (t, i) ≥ 0, τ(S,t1 ) (α′ (γ ′ (t, i)) =
max(τ(S,t0 ) (α(γ(t, i))), (t1 , 0))
saying that:

The demonstration is exa tly the same for

β ′ .

B.2. Prop.9 Linear Window Transposing
Considering the prop.10 we try to respe t the dierent
onditions :

•
•

β ′ (0)−β(0)+D
r
is natural.
As

=

d′ −d+D
, the rst
r

ondition

β ′ (i) = β(i + K)− D ⇔ c′ i + d′ = ci + cK + d− D.
′
This ondition is true if and only if c = c. Therefore
′
we have, cK = d − d + D , if K 6= 0, then c = r (else
As

no

•

K =

ondition is ne essary).

α′ (i) = max(Bt1 , α(i + K) − D) ⇔ max(a′ i +
b , Bt1 ) = max(Bt1 , max(Bt0 , ai + aK + b − D)) =
max(Bt1 , ai + aK + b − D). Considering a 6= 0, and
i enough big to go beyond Bt1 , we an imply that
a = a′ (this last equality is also trivially true for
a = 0). We also dire tly imply that b′ = aK + b − D.
In the ase of a = 0, no further simpli ation an be
As
′

made.

B.3. Cor.6 Linear Natural Transposing
The demonstration uses dire tly the results from the
linear

ase.

We have

d + Bt1 − d − Bt0 + D ∈ rN ⇔ Bt1 − Bt0 + D ∈

In the temporal ase, t1 −t0 ∈ rN and in the positional
−1
ase τ
(S,t0 ) (t1 ) ∈ rN ( onsidering dire tly the denition of

rN.
B

and

D).

We do have a

K 6= 0

same in the positional

as

t1 6= t0

by denition (or the

ase whi h is not interesting). Then

c = r.
Let's onsider a 6= 0, then Bt1 = Bt0 + aK − D ⇔
aK = Bt1 − Bt0 + D = rK . Therefore, a = r.
Let's
onsider a = 0, then max(Bt1 , b + Bt1 ) =
max(Bt1 , b + Bt0 − D).

•

If b < 0, then b + Bt1 = max(Bt1 , b + Bt0 − D) ⇔
b = max(0, b − rK), then b = 0 whi h is absurd.

•

If b ≥ 0, then Bt1 = max(Bt1 , b + Bt0 − D) ⇔ 0 =
max(0, b − rK) whi h is true for any b ≥ 0
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